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Exceptional unique watches will be offered for sale
at auction. All proceeds go to research for Duchenne
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- All lots are to be sold without reserve,
- No buyer’s premium,
- All major credit cards are accepted,
- For this auction, please see special sale conditions on
page 123,
- All watches are accompanied by a box and a
manufacturer’s warranty.
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His Serene Highness

Prince Albert II of Monaco
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September 2014
HSH Prince Albert II of Monaco with Luc Pettavino,
his son Paul (right), and Philippe Ferreyrolles (left),
at the Only Watch Kick Off Garden Party at the
Prince's Palace of Monaco.

October 2014
HSH Prince Albert II of Monaco, Luc and Monique Pettavino
with the researchers from the University of Versailles at the
Centre Scientifque de Monaco.

December 2014

January 2015

Graduation ceremony at the
University of Bern. HSH Prince
Albert II of Monaco and Luc
Pettavino are awarded Doctor
Honoris Causa for promoting,
facilitating, and funding
research to fnd a cure for
Duchenne muscular dystrophy.

The Pettavino family.

© bluealbum.com

April/May 2015
A moment with celebrities
contributing to Only Watch.

This frame symbolizes the dozens of
great meetings with the watchmakers, the
partners, the co-organizers since September
2014. The vivid memory of them is worth a
thousand pictures.

Rafael Nadal

Nico Rosberg
p.6
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Luc Pettavino
President of Association Monégasque contre les Myopathies
Founder of Only Watch

"The goal is the road itself.
Enjoy now. Eternity is here"
Nashti

Let me introduce you to the
6th edition of Only Watch. The
extraordinary convergence of the
dedication, hard work, creativity
and generosity of the numerous
participants and partners of the
Only Watch 2015 allows us to
have the privilege of discovering
the 44 unique pieces of this year’s
collection.
What a journey! We, all together,
have exceeded ourselves by going
far beyond what was thought to be
possible in working in the luxury and
DVVRFLDWLYH HOGV VLPXOWDQHRXVO\
The world recognizes Only Watch.
Thanks to this, in the past 10 years,

more than 15 million euros have
been allocated to both fundamental
and applied research on therapeutic
solutions
against
Duchenne
Muscular Dystrophy. Biotechs have
been created, and results have been
achieved. Our care for the hundreds
of thousands of patients worldwide
and these tangible improvements
continue to encourage us to work
in this direction. As research shows
progress by reaching human trials,
funds only become more crucially
needed as expenses can be very
substantial at this stage of the task.
It is my biggest joy to say that Only
Watch is the testimony that it is
possible to transform the energy
of a severe diagnosis of an illness
into therapeutic hope for people
all around the world, including our
courageous son Paul. On their
behalf, thank you.

by telephone or come join us in
Geneva at 3pm (GMT+1) on 7
November 2015. Spread the word.
Donations may also be made to
Association Monégasque contre
les Myopathies. Eternity may be
here, but time is of the essence.
Again, T H A N K Y O U

Luc Pettavino

Let me also express my deepest
gratitude to HSH Prince Albert II
of Monaco, the watch brands, the
partners, the media, the donators
DQGFROOHFWRUVDQGQDOO\WRWKHFR
organisers, the Monaco Yacht Show
and Phillips Watches in association
with Bacs & Russo.
Take the time to discover the
fantastic creations, all splendid
in their diversity and please help
make the 2015 edition the most
successful auction yet by sending
a pre-bid offer, bidding online,

Association Monégasque contre les Myopathies
Résidence Azur
11, rue Louis Aureglia, MC 98000 Monaco
SOCIETE GENERALE MONTE CARLO
,%$10&
%,&6:,)762*(0&0
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White and recycled
Cocoon is a range of 100% Recycled, EU Ecolabel and FSC® Recycled certified, offset and coated papers, with the qualities and appearance of virgin fibre
paper but with far superior environmental credentials.
Discover all the savings that can be achieved on natural resources for your specific print jobs by printing on Cocoon instead of virgin fibre paper, by using
our environmental calculator at www.arjowigginsgraphic.com.
By printing this catalog on Cocoon Offset 140 g and Cocoon Silk 350 g, 100%, recycled papers, rather than a non-recycled paper, the environmental impact
is reduced by:*
6 605 kg
of landfill

182 084 litres
of water

*

972 kg CO2
equivalent to

11 160 kWh
of energy

9 715 km travel
in the average
European car

10 732 kg
of wood

*Carbon footprint data evaluated by Labelia Conseil in accordance with the Bilan Carbone® methodology.
Calculations are based on a comparison between the recycled paper used versus a virgin fibre paper according to the latest European
BREF data (virgin fibre paper) available.

I gloss I silk I offset I preprint I jet I jet silk I office I envelope

Produced by:
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Exclusively distributed by:
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Luis Garcia
PhD | Director of Research, CNRS | Director of the “Endicap” Inserm-Laboratory at the University of
Versailles | Director of the LIA-BAHN – University of Versailles & Centre Scientifque de Monaco
life-threatening diseases.
Throughout these years we have
had the resources to pursue our
research in different directions: gene
therapy, cell therapy, RNA-based
therapy, etc. All these approaches
merit further examination, but one of
them, called exon skipping mediated
by antisens oligonucleotides, seems
the most feasible in the state of our
knowledge. For that reason, the last
four years have been committed
primarily to the completion of the
development of the synthesis of
this new generation of molecules
(tricyclo-DNA).

There is no question that the funds
collected over the last decade by the
“Association Monégasque contre
les Myopathies” (AMM) through the
Only Watch initiative have allowed
major scientifc achievements in
the feld of translational research
on neuromuscular disorders and
particularly for Duchenne Muscular
Dystrophy (DMD).
I would like to take this occasion to
thank, on behalf of all my research
colleagues who have been involved
in the worldwide ICE project
(International Collaborative Effort
for DMD), all the partners of this
extraordinary adventure that has
enabled the rise of new promising
therapeutic avenues for young
people facing chronically debilitating

Since then, our will to bring these
innovations in the clinic prompted
us to create in 2012 a pre-industrial
structure (SYNTHENA) at the
University of Bern working in close
partnership for pre-clinical studies
with academic laboratories, in
particular the “End:icap” unit at the
University of Versailles. In a recent
publication in Nature Medicine, we
showed for the frst time that weekly
injections of tricyclo-DNA antisens
oligonucleotides in a mouse
model of DMD allowed signifcant
functional recovery in all striated
muscles affected by the genetic
disorder, including heart.

normal behavioural phenotype that
is controlled by central mechanisms
after
restraint-induced
fear
response.
Although these studies highlighted
the effectiveness of the tricycloDNA, we must assume that there
is still a long way to go, paved with
technical hitches that we need to
solve to comply the medical needs
and prevent premature mortality of
those affected.
Now more than ever, we need
to strengthen our international
collaborative effort and empower
researchers and physicians to
develop safe treatments for these
orphan diseases.

Luis Garcia

Importantly, the treatment had
also benefcial effects at the level
of the central nervous system; in
particular, treated animals displayed
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The May 2015 watch auctions, held by Phillips in association with Bacs & Russo,
realised a combined total of SFr 29,649,363 / $31,834,734 / €28,411,944, selling 97% by lot.
The auctions sold four watches for over $1 million, establishing multiple world records – including the highest price ever
achieved for any stainless steel wristwatch, any Rolex sold at auction, and for any Rolex Day-Date.

Founded by Aurel Bacs and Livia Russo, the Phillips Watch
Department is dedicated exclusively to Fine Collectors Watches.
Responding to the growing need for collectors around the world
to easily access scholarship, guidance and quality across the
board, the department holds two auctions a year in Geneva
and plans to expand its sales calendar to flagship premises in
London, New York, and Hong Kong. Our first auction in Hong
Kong will be on 1 December 2015.
Upcoming Auctions:
8. November 2015 – The Geneva Watch Auction: TWO
1. December 2015 – The Hong Kong Watch Auction: ONE

Geneva
15 quai de l’Île
1204 Geneva
Tel: +41 22 317 81 81

London
30 Berkeley Square
W1J 6EX
Tel: +44 207 901 2907

New York
450 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10022
Tel: +1 212 940 1293

Hong Kong
13th Floor, York House
The Landmark
15 Queen's Road Central, Central
Hong Kong
Tel: +852 9133 0819

www.phillipswatches.com
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Aurel Bacs
Co-Founder of Phillips in Association with Bacs & Russo

host this prestigious auction on
November 7 in Geneva.
For this 6th edition, we have the
support of 44 manufacturers who
created and generously donated
unique watches and horological
items. I have been attending
numerous meetings with the
manufacturers and I was stunned
by the positive energy of not only
the watchmakers and designers,
but also company directors, owners
and shareholders who have all
jointly invested in this project.

To many watch collectors around
the world, Only Watch is one of
the main events on the 2015
horological calendar and an integral
part of our year alongside the Basel,
SIHH fairs and the international
watch auctions. As such, it is
a most important rendez-vous
where professionals and collectors
come together as one big family
to celebrate creativity, engineering
DQG PDQXIDFWXULQJ LQ WKH HOG
of watch making as well as, very
importantly, to admire and bid for
beautiful timepieces.
The 2015 edition marks 10 years
of Only Watch; and we at Phillips
in Association with Bacs & Russo
are incredibly honored, as the
partnering auction house, to

The creative, playful and often
daring way all the teams have been
approaching the task while keeping
the focus on creating masterful
timepieces
will
both
excite
collectors and provide the greatest
EHQHWV IRU WKH $VVRFLDWLRQ
Monégasque contre les Myopathies
(AMM). I can assure you that
process has been nothing less than
impressive, and the featured pieces
will please experienced and novice
collectors alike.
I am looking forward to working
closely with co-organisers AMM
and the Monaco Yacht Show.
To date, they raised upwards
of 16 million Euros to support
LQWHUQDWLRQDOVFLHQWLFDQGPHGLFDO
UHVHDUFK ZLWK WKH KRSHV RI QGLQJ
a cure for Duchenne Muscular
Dystrophy, and improving the lives

of all children suffering from this
terrible disease. Therefore, I truly
and humbly call upon all of us to
make this 6th edition of Only Watch
an unforgettable and successful
auction and contribute as best we
can to this noble cause.
The beauty of Only Watch is derived
from the combination of our shared
passion for watches and from the
global support network that has
made each subsequent edition a
success.
I am especially thinking of this
event’s founders, Monique and
Luc Pettavino, as well as the hosts,
partners, sponsors and all of the
supporters both in the auction
room and across the world. The
dedication and generosity they
have brought to this cause is
admirable. Let’s go on playing
our part for this upcoming edition
DQG DOO WRJHWKHU VXSSRUW WKH JKW
against neuromuscular illnesses.
Yours sincerely,

Aurel Bacs
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UNDER THE HIGH PATRONAGE OF HIS SERENE HIGHNESS PRINCE ALBERT II OF MONACO

House of Fine Yachting

23 - 26 september 2015
port hercules, monaco

PROUD CO-ORGANISER OF

P.12

OFFICIAL SPONSOR
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Gaëlle Tallarida

Stephen Carter

Managing Director
Monaco Yacht Show

Chief Executive Offcer
Informa Group

Only Watch is 10 years-old. Already. Most of us may
naturally think it sounds cliché to say that time fies
too fast but this common expression fnds a full and
alarming meaning when talking about the Duchenne
Muscular Dystrophy.
Only Watch is therefore 10 years-old indeed. 10 years
of clinical research, of international collaborative efforts
between top scientists with the recent creation of a
biotech to explore any therapeutic approaches that
could result in the most promising solution, which today
seems to be exon skipping.

We, the MYS and the Informa Group, feel honored to
offer our expertise in logistics to organise Only Watch
2015 and notably welcome the World Tour exhibit inside
the show from 23 to 26 September 2015.
Besides, we also feel responsible, like all generous and
altruistic actors committed to the cause, for giving a big
push to speed up the scientifc research program that
could lead to a therapeutic solution in a short time.

Part of these tangible improvements was made possible
thanks to the outstanding results of the fve editions of
Only Watch. Today, we’re discussing starting clinical
trials on humans.
Gaëlle Tallarida

Stephen Carter

14 years ago, the Monaco Yacht Show (MYS) joined
forces with the Monaco Association against Muscular
Dystrophies to start fnancing research into this genetic
disease.
only watch 2015
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MANUFACTURE

LOT
World Tour23
Exhibit
model

From September 23rd to November 7th, 2015, the 2015
Only Watch collection is showcased in 6 hotspots of the
horological world.

The exhibits are open to the public and to the ﬁnest
connoisseurs and experts of luxury timepieces.

MONACO
23/26 SEPTEMBER 2015

HONG KONG
2/5 OCTOBER 2015

Page 17

Page 19

BEIJING
9/12 OCTOBER 2015

NEW YORK
17/20 OCTOBER 2015

Page 21

Page 23

LONDON
24/27 OCTOBER 2015

GENEVA
5/7 NOVEMBER 2015

Page 25

Page 27

ONLY
ONLYWATCH
WATCH2015
2015
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P R OT E C T I N G
A N D G R OW I N G
YO U R W E A LT H
FO R F U T U R E
G E N E R AT I O N S

CONCORDIA - INTEGRITAS - INDUSTRIA

The lion on our emblem
symbolises the strength and
excellence at the service of
our clients every day.
edmond-de-rothschild.ch

P.16

EDMOND DE ROTHSCHILD (MONACO)

Private Banking
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Monaco
World Tour exhibit

23-26 September 2015

Viewing times: 10am - 6:30pm
Monaco Yacht Show
Only Watch stand QP27
Parvis Piscine exhibition tent
Port Hercules, 98000 Monaco
info@monacoyachtshow.mc
www.monacoyachtshow.com

© Tomvano

EDMOND DE ROTHSCHILD (MONACO)

The Monaco Yacht Show is the proud co-organiser of
WKH2QO\:DWFKFKDULW\DXFWLRQVLQFHWKHYHU\UVWHGLWLRQ
in 2005. For 2015, if the auction will move from Monaco
to Geneva, the MYS is honored to launch the world
tour exhibit by hosting the collection of the 44 one-off
timepieces during the show.
Wealthy Clients and luxury yachting professionals
consider the Monaco Yacht Show as the world’s major
event in superyachting. Every year, the exhibition gathers
together 500 leading companies in luxury yachting and
VSHFWDFXODUVXSHUDQGPHJD\DFKWVDRDW

Attended by 33,000 high-net worth individuals and
business visitors, the MYS is the unique occasion in the
year to meet the top managers of yachting companies
and discover the latest high technology nautical products
and luxury yachting services. During the four days of the
show, over 100 events are organized by the exhibitors in
the palaces of Monte-Carlo or onboard the yachts.
In addition to their commitments in jointly organising Only
Watch, the MYS supports the Association Monegasque
contre les Myopathies (AMM) since 2001 by giving a
\HDUO\QDQFLDOGRQDWLRQIRUUHVHDUFK LQ 
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THE
SOARING
PALACE
New La Premiere Suite: discover absolute comfort
and five-star service throughout your journey.
P.18
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AIRFRANCE.COM

Gradually installed on a part of Boeing 777 fleet.
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Hong Kong
World Tour exhibit

2-5 October 2015

Viewing times: 10am - 6pm

Peak Suite
45/F Four Seasons Hotel Hong Kong
8 Finance Street
Central Hong Kong
For estimates, valuations or general inquiries in Hong Kong, please contact:
Jill Chen, +852 91330819
Jchen@phillips.com

Phillips in Association with Bacs and Russo is pleased
to be participating in Only Watch 2015. The sixth
edition of this charitable auction will feature 44 unique
timepieces created exclusively for the event, and will
take place in Geneva on 7 November 2015 to raise funds
for Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy.
Following Only Watch, the Phillips Watch department
will be holding The Geneva Watch Auction: TWO on 8
November 2015 in Geneva.
Phillips will be expanding its 2015 sales calendar, with
WKHUVW+RQJ.RQJDXFWLRQVFKHGXOHGRQ'HFHPEHU
2015. Our International team of specialists responds
to the ever-increasing demand for the highest quality
pieces and the rarest models in the most scholarly and
passionate way.
Highlights from each auction will tour around the world,
and will be shown in the Four Seasons Hotel Hong Kong
from 2-5 October 2015.

To talk to any of our International Specialists, please
email us at: estimates@phillipswatches.com
Sale calendar for PHILLIPS Hong Kong:
̽ December 1 | The Hong Kong Watch Auction: ONE

ONLY WATCH 2015
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Beijing
World Tour exhibit

9-12 October 2015
Viewing times: 10am - 6pm
Salone Monaco
Level 3,
Parkview Green,
Dongdaqiao Road, Chaoyang District,
Beijing 100020, China

Parkview Private Collection is proud to host the Beijing
exhibit for the Only Watch World Tour 2015 at Salone
Monaco.
Parkview Private Collection is a small, very private world
of exceptional properties, stretching from the French
Riviera to Asia. The collection includes Salone Monaco
in Beijing, a private ofce and event space, as well as
Saluzi, a superyacht inspired by the notion of a modern
foating beach house. Also included in the collection is
Le Beauvallon, a historic private estate in the Bay of St
Tropez with 4 hectares of landscaped gardens and a
private pool at the beachside.

Taking its inspiration from the great salons of the past
Salone Monaco presents a unique platform and venue
for dialogue in the areas of commerce, the sciences
and the arts. It is designed for business meetings, art
exhibitions, cultural forums and social events. It is
equally suited to both international business leaders
travelling in China and organisations looking for an
exceptional space to foster new thinking.
In addition to events spaces Salone Monaco offers the
private Chairman’s Ofce which is directly connected to
the Presidential Floor of Hotel Éclat by a private lobby.
Spanning 1,200 sqm the Presidential Suite has four
suites, two rooms and pool terrace overlooking the city.
only watch 2015
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It’s an
after all
Nestled in the splendid
French Riviera and rich with
sublime culture, Monaco makes
you believe in dreams.

p.22
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17-20 October 2015

New York
World Tour exhibit

Viewing times: 10am - 6pm

Phillips New York
450 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10022, USA
For estimates, valuations or general inquiries in New York, please contact:
Paul Boutros
+1 212 940 1293
pboutros@phillips.com

Phillips in Association with Bacs and Russo is pleased to
be participating in Only Watch 2015. The sixth edition of
this charitable auction will feature 44 unique timepieces
created exclusively for the event, and will take place in
Geneva on 7 November 2015 to raise funds for Duchenne
Muscular Dystrophy. Following Only Watch, the Phillips
Watch department will be holding The Geneva Watch
Auction: TWO on 8 November 2015 in Geneva.
Phillips will be expanding its 2015 sales calendar, with
WKHUVW+RQJ.RQJDXFWLRQVFKHGXOHGRQ'HFHPEHU
2015. Our International team of specialists responds
to the ever-increasing demand for the highest quality
pieces and the rarest models in the most scholarly and
passionate way.

Leigh Zagoory
+1 212 940 1285
lzagoory@phillips.com

+LJKOLJKWVIURPHDFKDXFWLRQZLOOWRXUDURXQGWKHZRUOG
DQGZLOOEHVKRZQLQWKH)RXU6HDVRQV+RWHO+RQJ.RQJ
from 2-5 October 2015.
To talk to any of our International Specialists, please
email us at: estimates@phillipswatches.com
Sale calendar for PHILLIPS New York:
̽ October 8: Photographs
̽ October 26: Evening & Day Editions
̽ November 12: Contemporary Art Evening Sale
̽ November 13: Contemporary Art Day Sale
̽ November 23: Latin America
̽ December 7: Jewels

ONLY WATCH 2015
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Best Lifestyle/Leisure News Site
2015 Online Media Awards

© MCLAREN AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED. WWW.BOCADOLOBO.COM

ES
FRTOEACCES

p.24
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Daily posts
Exclusive columns
Over 900 gift ideas
Plus 150 issues of the magazine
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24-27 October 2015

London
World Tour exhibit

Viewing times: 10am-6pm Saturday, Monday and Tuesday. 12-6pm Sunday

Phillips London
30 Berkeley Square
London W1J 6EX
United Kingdom
For estimates, valuations or general inquiries in London, please contact:
Paul Maudsley
+44 20 7 901 7916
pmaudsley@phillips.com

Phillips in Association with Bacs and Russo is pleased to
be participating in Only Watch 2015. The sixth edition of
this charitable auction will feature 44 unique timepieces
created exclusively for the event, and will take place in
Geneva on 7 November 2015 to raise funds for Duchenne
Muscular Dystrophy. Following Only Watch, the Phillips
Watch department will be holding The Geneva Watch
Auction: TWO on 8 November 2015 in Geneva.
Phillips will be expanding its 2015 sales calendar, with
WKH UVW +RQJ .RQJ DXFWLRQ VFKHGXOHG RQ  'HFHPEHU
2015. Our International team of specialists responds
to the ever-increasing demand for the highest quality
pieces and the rarest models in the most scholarly and
passionate way.

Kate Lacey
+44 207 901 2907
klacey@phillips.com

+LJKOLJKWVIURPHDFKDXFWLRQZLOOWRXUDURXQGWKHZRUOG
DQGZLOOEHVKRZQLQWKH)RXU6HDVRQV+RWHO+RQJ.RQJ
from 2-5 October 2015.
To talk to any of our International Specialists, please
email us at: estimates@phillipswatches.com
Sale calendar for PHILLIPS London:
̽ September 30: Design
̽ October 1: Nordic Design
̽ October 14: Contemporary Art Evening Sale
̽ October 15: Contemporary Art Day Sale
̽ December 9: New Now

ONLY WATCH 2015
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5-7 November 2015

Geneva
World Tour exhibit

Viewing times: 10am-6pm Thursday and Friday. 10am-2pm Saturday

Auction on Saturday 7 November 2015, 3:00pm (GMT +1)
La Réserve Genève Hotel and Spa
301 route de Lausanne
1293 Bellevue
Geneva, Switzerland
For estimates, valuations or general inquiries in Geneva, please contact:
Phillips Fine Watches Limited
15 quai de l’Ile, 1204 Geneva
+41 22 317 81 81

Livia Russo
+41 22 317 81 86
lrusso@phillipsbacsrusso.com

Phillips in Association with Bacs and Russo, is excited
to be participating in Only Watch 2015.The 6th edition of
this charitable auction will feature 44 unique timepieces
created exclusively for the event, which will take place in
Geneva on 7 November 2015 to raise funds for Duchenne
Muscular Dystrophy.
Following Only Watch, the Phillips Watch department
will be holding The Geneva Watch Auction: TWO on
8 November 2015 in Geneva. Lastly, Phillips will be
H[SDQGLQJ LWV  VDOHV FDOHQGDU ZLWK WKH UVW +RQJ
Kong auction scheduled on 1 December 2015.

Nathalie Monbaron
+41 22 317 81 83
nmonbaron@phillips.com

Highlights from each auction will be toured around the
world, and with great pleasure, will be featured in La
Reserve from 5 November until the auction that will take
place at La Reserve on November 7 at 3pm.

For any of our International Specialists, please email us
at: estimates@phillipswatches.com
Sale calendar for PHILLIPS Geneva:
̽ November 8: The Geneva Watch Auction: TWO

ONLY WATCH 2015
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With the INGENIEUR Automatic Edition “Tribute to Nico Rosberg” in solid boron carbide, IWC
Schaffhausen sets another milestone in watchmaking history: almost as hard as a diamond and
as light as aluminium, boron carbide is an innovative material that unites incredible, contrasting
qualities to deliver unique performance.

W

ith a clear focus on technology and development, the Swiss watch manufacturer IWC Schaffhausen has been producing
timepieces of lasting value since 1868. The
company has gained an international reputation based on a passion for innovative solutions and technical ingenuity. One of the
world’s leading brands in the luxury watch
segment, IWC crafts masterpieces of haute
horlogerie at their fnest, combining supreme
precision with exclusive design. As an ecologically and socially responsible company, IWC is
committed to sustainable production, supports
institutions around the globe in their work with
children and young people, and maintains partnerships with organizations dedicated to climate and environmental protection.
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MANUFACTURER

IWC

REFERENCE No.

IW324603

MODEL NAME

Ingenieur Automatic Edition “Tribute to Nico Rosberg”

CASE

Boron carbide

DIAL

Black

CALIBRE

80110

BRACELET

Rubber with Dinamica®, green stitching

DIMENSIONS
ESTIMATE

46mm. Diameter / 14.5mm. Thickness
CHF 25,000-35,000
$26,500-37,100
€24,000-33,600

SPECIFICITIES

Unique watch
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A splendid fusion of nostalgia and mechanical innovation, the Epic SF24 transports the owner
through time and space thanks to an ingenious system of miniaturized fap, indicating 24 hours’
time zone instantaneously.

T

he Epic SF24 embodies the dream of
Jacob Arabo, the founder and Chairman
of Jacob & Co, to transport the traveller back
in time. Indeed, the movements of the faps
are reminiscent of billboards from train stations and airports, the preferred locations
of globetrotters. The faps represent also
a technical achievement of their own as
they require 163 miniaturized components
(473 in total for the movement) to provide
a unique and instantaneous experience.
The Epic SF24 has a very sophisticated GMT
mechanism, but is used playfully. Indeed, on
the wrist of its owner, a push of the left pushbutton allows the vertical time display of the
24 time zones of the planet. The Epic SF24 for
Only Watch is particularly unique in that it offers the opportunity for the purchaser to customize a fap, adding his beloved city.
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MANUFACTURER

Jacob & Co.

REFERENCE No.

500.101.20.NS.lG.UpA

MODEL NAME

Epic SF24 Only Watch Unique piece

CASE

Grade 5 titanium

DIAL

Digital and Vertical GMT Display. Grey Anthracite Opalin Dial.

CALIBRE

patented automatic exclusive JCAA02 calibre; 473 parts, 28’800 vib/h
(4 Hz), 48-hour power reserve. Functions: hours, minutes and seconds,
instantaneous 24-hour world time indication.

BRACELET

Black alligator strap with red stitching. Grade 5 titanium deployment
buckle.

DIMENSIONS

45 mm. Diameter / 13.65 mm. Height at the Center, 16.70 mm. Height at
the World Time Display

ESTIMATE

CHF 60,000-70,000
$63,700-74,300
€57,900-67,500

SPECIFICITIES

Unique piece.
Special red decorations: crown, pusher, case sides, indexes, hands, case back.
Customized “Genève” timezone fap indicator.
Customizable timezone fap by the Successful bidder.
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The Classic Fusion Only Watch Britto symbolises the fusion of time. It transposes an age-old art into
one of the most modern designs. Britto’s designs take on a three dimensional appearance in the two
dimensional space of the dial.

H

ublot? A different way to progress” say those
who know this unique Swiss watch company, where each and every moment moves forward to create the future at breathtaking speed.
A dream, initiated and developed by Hublot’s
Chairman Jean-Claude Biver with CEO, Ricardo
Guadalupe, these two men are responsible for turning the Hublot brand into a genuine success story
in which the Big Bang, King power, and Classic
Fusion represent the symbols of a constantly
evolving tradition. From watch complications and
revolutionary materials to world class collaboration such as FIFA World CupTM and Ferrari, Hublot
characterizes itself through the “Art of Fusion”
philosophy, bringing tradition into the future.
This year Hublot is unveiling a Classic Fusion
created in partnership with Brazilian artist
Romero Britto. This timepiece, created for the 6th
edition of the Only Watch auction, stands apart
from the other models as it is being auctioned
along with the canvas that inspired it. A frst!
This is a watch that embodies the full innovative
capacity of the Hublot Manufacture by fusing art
and crafts. The Classic Fusion Only Watch Britto
combines the traditional art of enameling with the
contemporary pop art and cubism of Brazilian artist Romero Britto.

p.34

MANUFACTURER

Hublot

REFERENCE No.

515.CS.0910.lR.OWM15 – One-off piece

MODEL NAME

Classic Fusion Only Watch Britto

CASE

“Classic Fusion” polished black ceramic, polished bezel black ceramic,
6 H-shaped titanium screws, countersunk, polished and locked, Crystal
Sapphire with anti-refective treatment, Bezel Lug Black composite resin,
Crown polished black ceramic with HUBlOT logo, Case-back polished
black ceramic with sapphire crystal, interior anti-refective coating and
decal Britto signature, Water resistance 5 ATM, i.e. approx. 50 metres

DIAL

18K white gold decorated with “Champlevé Grand Feu” enamel with special
“Only Watch” Britto Design, black coated hands

CALIBRE

HUB1302 hand-wound mechanical movement, Small seconds at 7 o’clock,
123 parts, 21 jewels, Approximately 90-hour power reserve

BRACELET

Red alligator strap stitched onto black rubber, white stitching. Clasp Black
pVD steel deployant buckle.

DIMENSIONS

45 mm. Diameter

ESTIMATE

CHF 80,000-120,000
$84,800-127,200
€76,800-115,200

SPECIFICITIES

The watch will be delivered along with Romero Britto’s orignial 1mx1m
painting used to inspire the watch design.
Serial number 1/1
Engraved on the case back
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Petite Heure Minute Paillonnée Only Watch: a fne and unique, self-winding wristwatch with
a bordeaux Grand Feu enamel dial decorated with paillons in a 43mm case in 18k yellow gold.

S

ince 1738, Jaquet Droz has perpetuated
the spirit of innovation and aesthetic refnement of its founder, pierre Jaquet-Droz. With
his son Henri-louis, this brilliant inventor was
the frst to establish his manufacture in Geneva,
before touring the courts of Europe and China
with his stunning creations: fabulous humanoid automata and precious musical watches.
Today, the brand reaffrms its involvement to
Only Watch offering a unique piece, the petite
Heure Minute paillonnée. In the Ateliers d’Art
in la Chaux-de-Fonds, Jaquet Droz preserves
this ornamental technique used close to three
centuries ago. paillonné enameling consists
of creating a raised motif using tiny pieces of
gold leaf, applied one by one with great dexterity. This is then coupled with the particularly
delicate work of enameling to obtain both the
required colors and the translucent depth of
the enamel to reveal the sunray decoration.
Particularly diffcult to obtain, the deep red
Grand Feu enamel becomes the symbol of a
quest for perfection and a wink to the fag of
Monaco. For the frst time on this model, the
movement is equipped with a silicon spiral, a
material that guarantees perfect stability over
time. At Jaquet Droz, we remain true to our
time-honored goal, namely, to push back the
limits of the art of wonder.
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REFERENCE No.

J005031240

MODEL NAME

petite Heure Minute paillonnée

CASE

18-carat yellow gold case. “Unique piece Only Watch 2015” hand-engraved
on the case-back

DIAL

Guilloché dial in bordeaux Grand Feu enamel with 18-carat yellow gold
paillons. 18-carat yellow gold ring, plate and screws. 18-carat yellow gold
hands.

CALIBRE

Jaquet Droz 2653.p, self-winding mechanical movement, silicon balance,
double barrel, fat bridges, 18-carat yellow gold oscillating weight. 28 jewels. 28,800 v.p.h., 68-hour power reserve.

BRACELET

Rolled-edge hand-made bordeaux prestige alligator leather strap. 18-carat
yellow gold ardillon buckle.

DIMENSIONS

43 mm. Diameter / 12.06 mm. Thickness

ESTIMATE

CHF 37,000-47,000
$39,300-49,900
€35,700-45,300

SPECIFICITIES

For the frst time, Jaquet Droz combines paillonné enameling with a 43 mm
diameter 18-carat yellow gold case and a deep red Grand Feu enamel on
the dial of the petite Heure Minute, one of its most emblematic models.
The movement is equipped with a silicon spiral, a material whose fexibility,
resistance to shocks, temperature and pressure variations, and magnetic
felds guarantees perfect stability over time. It’s the frst time that Jaquet
Droz incorporates the material in a petite Heure Minute.
The deep red Grand Feu enamel dial, particularly diffcult to obtain, is as a
wink to the fag of Monaco.
The Back of the watch is engraved with the reference “unique piece
Only Watch 2015”.
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Hermès is reviving the fundamental piece “In the pocket” in a unique rose gold composition clad in a
H red Swift calfskin. A pocket-watch that may be transformed at will into a wristwatch, it embodies
both the historical leather hand craftsmanship of Hermès and its watchmaking development to the
point of becoming a full-fedged Manufacture.

W

ith the In The pocket watch, Hermès
is reviving a fundamental piece that
was to forge its watchmaking destiny already spanning more than a century of history. It all began in 1912, when Jacqueline
Hermès, still a child at the time, received a
gift from her father in the shape of an ingenious “porte-oignon” or pocket-watch holder
designed to be secured to the wrist. It had
been designed so that the keen young horsewoman could ride without having to attach her
watch to her clothing or slip it into her pocket.
This iconic model now returns in a unique rose
gold composition clad in a H red Swift calfskin.
A pocket-watch that may be transformed at will
into a wristwatch, it embodies both the historical leather hand craftsmanship of Hermès
and its watchmaking development to the
point of becoming a full-fedged Manufacture.
The 40 mm diameter of the delicately rounded
rose gold case increases to 49 mm when worn
on the wrist. Its fnely grained black dial reinterpreted in an Only Watch execution avoids any
superfuous ornamentation so as to provide
the clearest, most self-evident expression of
time. The baton-type hands sweep over pareddown numerals, while the small seconds ticks
round at 3 o’clock, all driven by the Manufacture
Hermès H1837 movement with a 50-hour power
reserve. The colour of the chapter ring echoes
the H red emblematic of the House of Hermès.
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MODEL NAME

Hermès In The pocket

CASE

750 5N rose gold (approx. 52.8 g). Glass Antiglare sapphire crystal and
case back. Water resistance 3 bar.

DIAL

Black dial with white transfer H red minute track

CALIBRE

Mechanical self-winding H1837 movement, made in
Switzerland. Manufacture Hermès, 28 jewels, 28,800 vibrations per hour / 4 Hz, 50-hour power reserve.
Decoration: Mainplate with circular-grained and snailed fnish, satinbrushed bridges and oscillating weight with “sprinkling of Hs” motif,
Hermès paris engraving.

BRACELET

H red strap and cord-strap. 50 rose gold (approx. 5.2 g) 17 mm pin buckle,
750 rose gold (approx. 3 g) snap link

DIMENSIONS

40mm. Diameter

ESTIMATE

CHF 30,000-50,000
$31,800-53,000
€28,800-48,000

SPECIFICITIES

“In The pocket” now returns in a unique rose gold composition clad in a
H red Swift calfskin. The 40 mm diameter of the delicately rounded rose
gold case increases to 49 mm when worn on the wrist. Its fnely grained
black dial reinterpreted in an Only Watch execution avoids any superfuous
ornamentation so as to provide the clearest, most self-evident expression
of time. The baton-type hands sweep over pared-down numerals, while
the small seconds ticks round at 3 o’clock, all driven by the Manufacture
Hermès H1837 movement with a 50-hour power reserve. The colour of the
chapter ring echoes the H red emblematic of the House of Hermès.
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Laurent Ferrier offers an unprecedented version of its latest model: powered by the micro-rotor
movement with “échappement naturel”, this steel Galet Square has a two-tone silvered sector dial
typical of the late 1930s and unique lugs specially created for the occasion.

A

n unprecedented two-tone silvered sector
dial typical of the late 1930s Laurent Ferrier
offers a new composition of space on this exceptional dial, while respecting the aesthetic codes of
its collection. The harmonious division between
an outer circle with a circular satin-brushed fnish
and a central zone with a vertical satin-brushed
fnish lends the dial a unique variety of shades
and textures. This association already introduced
by Laurent Ferrier is given a new interpretation
here. The space is marked out by a slender and
delicately accentuated transferred circle featuring curved markers paying a distinctive nod to the
brand’s iconic drop-shaped hour-markers.
The small seconds echoes the central theme,
thereby endowing this model with a perfect
equilibrium entirely respectful of the pure lines
and the principles of readability cherished by
Laurent Ferrier. The singularity of the dial is reinforced by the “Only Watch 2015” inscription appearing in the spot traditionally reserved for the
word “Swiss”, while the “assegai-shaped” gold
hours and minutes along with the baton-type
seconds hand set the perfect fnishing touches.
To highlight the unique nature of this model
created specifcally for Only Watch, Laurent
Ferrier is revisiting its lugs for the frst time and
introducing a straight version of them enriched
with gold half spheres.

p.40

MODEL NAME

Galet Square Only Watch

CASE

Stainless steel, cushion-shaped with unique straight lugs

DIAL

Two-tone silvered sector dial with vertical satin-brushed centre and circular
satin-brushed exterior. Snailed small seconds. Hands: ruthenium-coated
18K/750 gold, “assegai-shaped” for the hours and minutes and batonshaped for seconds.

CALIBRE

FBN calibre 229.01, automatic winding with pawl-ftted micro-rotor, Microrotor fxed between the main plate and the micro-rotor bridge, Silicon escapement with double direct impulse of the balance, silent-block shock
protection system for the micro-rotor, 186 parts, 35 jewels, 21,600 vph (3
Hz), 72-hour power reserve

BRACELET

Blue leather strap. pin buckle in stainless steel.

DIMENSIONS

41 x 41 mm. (45.35mm diagonal)

ESTIMATE

CHF 30,000-40,000
$31,800-42,500
€28,900-38,600

SPECIFICITIES

An unprecedented two-tone silvered sector dial typical of the late 1930s
Unique lugs specially created for the occasion.
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Ocean Dual Time retrograde Only Watch, mechanical automatic-winding movement, (functions:
hours and minutes, retrograde second time-zone, Shuriken movement operating indicator), case in
18K white gold, blue alligator leather and black rubber strap.

T

he House of Harry Winston is proud
to donate its exclusive Ocean Dual
Time retrograde Only Watch to the sixth
edition of the Only Watch charity auction.
Created exclusively for this prestigious event,
the Ocean Dual Time retrograde Only Watch
features a 44.2mm white gold case that holds
a self-winding automatic mechanical movement. This impressive timepiece is able to
display dual time zones. Segregated functions further set this timepiece apart and allow for an excentered hour/minute display at
1 o’clock, a day/night indicator at 3 o’clock,
a calendar aperture and a Shuriken power
indicator. The retrograde local time can be
set forward or back using an extra disconnect mechanism, controlled by the crown.
The spectacular dial of this unique timepiece was skillfully created to exude highperformance style. The home-time hands offer a careful reinterpretation of the Shuriken
four-point star, while stunning 3D hour
hands are used to indicate the local time.
engraved with “Only Watch 2015 Unique piece”
on its open case back, and featuring the unique
combination of a blue alligator skin and black
rubber strap, specifcally designed for Only
Watch 2015, the breathtaking Ocean Dual Time
retrograde Only Watch is a one-of-a-kind timepiece, worthy of a world-class auction.
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REFERENCE No.

OCeATZ44WW015

MODEL NAME

Ocean Dual Time retrograde Only Watch

CASE

18K white gold, sapphire crystal and open with sapphire crystal case back

DIAL

Local time: sapphire with blue anodized aluminum supporting the HW
emerald and the numerals coated in white Superluminova (blue radiance)
Galvanic black lower ring indicates hours
Central disc: reversed paris hobnail decoration in sunray pattern
Second time zone: circular hour indication in galvanic black with satin
fnish, inclined fange in galvanic black opaline

CALIBRE

HW3502, Mechanical with automatic winding, 281 parts,
32 jewels, 28,800 vibrations per hour (4Hz), Flat balance
spring in silicon, Skeleton oscillating weight in 18K white
gold, Côtes de Genève, circular graining, chamfered bridges.
Functions: Off-centered hours and minutes, day/night indicator, date,
Second time zone retrograde hour

BRACELET

Blue alligator leather and black rubber. Ardillon buckle in 18K white gold

DIMENSIONS

44.2 mm. Diameter

ESTIMATE

CHF 35,000-45,000
$37,100-47,800
€33,800-43,400

SPECIFICITIES

One-of-a-kind timepiece. Design of the dial inspired by the Shuriken
four-point star, emblazoned with Harry Winston’s signature blue color.
Open case back engraved with the inscription: “Only Watch 2015 Unique piece”.
Combined blue alligator leather and black rubber strap specifcally designed for Only Watch 2015
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The “Chronomètre Observatoire – pièce unique Only Watch” equipped with the new hand-wound
L200Al movement entirely developed and built in the Leroy Manufacture. Inspired by a time piece
from the Leroy Museum the case, the dial and the movement are made of aluminium.

T

he Maison Leroy – French born and Swiss
made - has enthusiastically embraced
this opportunity to contribute to medical research by donating one of its unique creations.
Connoisseurs and collectors from around the
world will be able to appreciate its refned
design and its unusual Manufacture Calibre
L200 incorporating the fundamental principles
of horological science inspired by the work
of pierre Le roy (1717 – 1785), “the father
of modern chronometry” and son of Julien
Le roy, the famous watchmaker known for
his absolute quest for precision and the man
behind the extraordinary Leroy adventure.
On this occasion, Leroy will present a one-off
edition of the “Chronomètre Observatoire”
from the Osmior line that is inspired be
one of the historical models in the brand
museum: an aluminium travel clock
with grande sonnerie dating from 1894 .
This unique timepiece intended for Only Watch
was developed and designed so as to use
aluminium as the material for the case, dial,
bridges and plate, in tribute to the brand’s exceptional historical heritage, while incorporating a contemporary vision.
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REFERENCE No.

288/1

MODEL NAME

Chronomètre Observatoire pièce Unique for Only Watch

CASE

Aluminium 316Al

DIAL

Silver toned Aluminium 316Al with applied Arabic numerals and
Superluminova indexes at 3, 6 and 12. Opening for the power reserve
indication at 9.

CALIBRE

Hand-wound mechanical calibre L200Al made of Aluminium 316Al (base
plate and bridges). 98-hour power reserve.

BRACELET

Alligator and alcantara lining grey colored

DIMENSIONS

40mm. Diameter

ESTIMATE

CHF 30,000-40,000
$31,800-42,400
€28,800-38,400

SPECIFICITIES

Pièce Unique Manufactured LEROY movement with direct impulse escapement and double terminal curve balance-spring
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Unique piece in titanium with a DLC fnish, manufacture hand-wound calibre, perpetual calendar, big
date, small seconds, power reserve indicator, leap year indicator, alligator leather strap with a pin
buckle closure.

H.

Moser & Cie. is honoured to join the fght
against Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy by
participating in the Only Watch Charity Auction
organized by the Monegasque Association
against Muscular Dystrophy. This exceptional
watch is not only remarkable for its complexity but also for the symbolic value and the message it conveys. in honour of the young victims
of Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy, for whom every
movement is an accomplishment and each day
is a challenge, the children of H. Moser & Cie.
employees have handwritten the design for the
perpetual calendar dates. As a symbol of the
fundamental principle of life, with its strength
and radiance, the red small seconds hand in
the endeavour perpetual Calendar Only Watch
provides a stark contrast to the signature fumé
dial, while the red strap lining also takes up
this colour, with a discreet and modern effect.
For the case of the endeavour perpetual Calendar
Only Watch, the watchmakers at H. Moser & Cie.
chose titanium with a DLC fnish. Durable, lightweight, hypoallergenic, the polished titanium
accents the sleek contemporary design of this
model, adding a timeless dimension.
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REFERENCE No.

1341-0502

MODEL NAME

endeavour perpetual Calendar Only Watch

CASE

Titanium with DLC fnish

DIAL

Fumé with a sunburst pattern

CALIBRE

HMC 341, hand-wound

BRACELET

Hand-stitched black alligator, lined in red leather strap. pin buckle closure
in solid titanium with a DLC fnish, engraved with the Moser logo.

DIMENSIONS

40.8 mm. Diameter / 11.1 mm. Thickness

ESTIMATE

CHF 60,000-80,000
$63,600-84,800
€57,600-76,800

SPECIFICITIES

Unique piece
Date number design in hand writing by the children of H. Moser & Cie. employees
Strap lined in red leather
Case with a plaque “H. Moser & Cie. designed for Only Watch”
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At a time when borders are becoming increasingly blurred, Louis Vuitton is proposing an original
interpretation of the “Worldtime” function which will appeal to globe-trotters and businessmen in
search of fne, exclusive timepieces.

L

ouis Vuitton is proud to participate for
the 6th time to the Only Watch Auction
by giving a unique escale Worldtime watch,
designed by Louis Vuitton in collaboration
with paul pettavino, as in the past 5 editions.
in their heyday in the 20th century, the oceans
were crossed aboard luxury liners. And for
their elegant passengers, it would have been
unthinkable to embark without their Louis
Vuitton steamer trunks. These were often
distinguished by their personal initials, coats
of arms and other coloured ornaments.
This colorful universe and vivid personal
touches have inspired the creation of the
Louis Vuitton escale Worldtime watch.
Boasting bright shades applied according to a
miniature painting technique, its dial is a call
to travel. To know what time it is anywhere,
La Fabrique du Temps Louis Vuitton devised
and created a unique “Worldtime” feature. The
escale watch shows the world time without
using a single hand. Time in 24 time zones is
shown by three different mobile discs. For this
2015 edition, paul was inspired by the colourful universe of the escale Worldtime watch and
decided to play with coloured squares creating
a dancefoor pattern. The phrase “The world is
a dancefoor” perfectly echoes the design and
the function of the watch.

p.48

MODEL NAME

Escale Worldtime Only Watch 2015 “The world is a dancefoor”

CASE

18 carats white gold case, Water resistant to 30m, “Only Watch 2015 n°1/1”
specifc engraving on the back

DIAL

City disc, hour disc and minute disc hand-painted by our master craftsman
in La Fabrique du Temps Louis Vuitton

CALIBRE

LV 106 Calibre: automatic movement developed and assembled by La
Fabrique du Temps Louis Vuitton, worldtime with disc display, 218 parts,
26 jewels, 28,800 oscillations per hour (4Hz), 38-hour power reserve.

BRACELET

Blue alligator with yellow calfskin lining and orange stitching. pin buckle
in 18 carats white gold.

DIMENSIONS

41mm. Diameter / 9.75mm. Thickness

ESTIMATE

CHF 60,000-70,000
$63,700-74,300
€57,900-67,500

SPECIFICITIES

Trunk
Outside: Damier Graphite canvas hand-painted with “The world is a dancefoor” design
Inside: Dark grey Microfiber + “The world is a dancefloor”
phrase embossed in silver on a black leather patch
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For the frst time ever, the mechanical heart of the Girard-Perregaux Vintage 1945 XXL Large Date
and Moon Phases is revealed in a titanium DLC case with a blue polycrystalline transparent dial.

T

he Swiss luxury watchmaking Manufacture,
Girard-Perregaux based in la Chauxde-Fonds unveils a unique piece in order
to support the 6th edition of the biennial charity auction for the beneft of research into Duchenne muscular dystrophy.
Authentic artistic icon, worthy successor of
Girard-Perregaux’s history, the Vintage 1945 XXL
Large Date and Moon Phases Only Watch reveals for the frst time a case in titanium DLC and
a transparent dial carved in blue polycrystalline,
a hint to the color of the Foundation’s logo. Its
genesis: a contemporary style, perfect symmetry and a mechanical manufactured movement.
In terms of technical specifcations, all the indications of time are harmoniously arranged and
readable at a glance. At 12 o’clock, the large
jumping date displays the date on a pair of discsone of which is transparent - in an exclusive patented system of the brand. The moon phases
indicator at 6 o’clock provides a perfect visual
balance while the hands and the applied Arabic
numerals indicate the hours in a sheer simplicity.
The case-back, opened on the visible movement,
features the emblematic signature of Only Watch.
Designed in the purest Art Deco style, the
rectangular “1945” case - named for the year
of its creation - forms part of the repertoire
of iconic Girard-Perregaux classics, and the
GP03300-0105 manufactured calibre matches
its dimensions, which is highly unusual for
watches with distinctive shapes. With 282 components, the frequency of the self-winding
calibre is fxed at 28,800 vibrations per hour.
Preciously decorated in line with the highest
standards of fne watchmaking, the list of its
high-end fnishes is like an anthology of decorative traditions.

p.50

REFERENCE No.

25882-21-1544BH4A

MODEL NAME

Vintage 1945 XXL
Large Date and Moon Phases
Only Watch

CASE

Titanium DLC, sapphire case-back with ONLY WATCH logo

DIAL

Blue polycrystalline, applied Arabic numerals at 12, 3 and 9 o’clock

CALIBRE

Mechanical self-winding, GP03300-0105 movement, 282 components,
32 jewels, 28,800 Vib/h – (4 Hz), min. 46-hour power reserve.
Functions: Hour, minute, small second, large date and moon phases

BRACELET

Black alligator leather with blue stitching. DLC steel folding buckle

DIMENSIONS

36.10 mm. Height / 35.25 mm. Width / 11.74 mm. Thickness

ESTIMATE

CHF 15,000-23,000
$15,900-24,380
€14,400-22,080

SPECIFICITIES

Unique piece – Only Watch 2015
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The Masterpiece Gravity from Maurice Lacroix is an innovative timepiece, at the cutting-edge of
progress: Manufacture movement, silicium assortment, world-première “Vague du Jura” decoration,
high-tech POWerLITe® case and a striking, modern usage of color.

T

he Masterpiece Gravity “Only Watch 2015”
from Maurice Lacroix is a stunning expression of the best Maurice Lacroix has to offer. It
features a Manufacture movement, a silicium
assortment, an off-centre hour and minutes
display, a world-première “Vague du Jura” decoration on its main bridge, striking use of colour,
presented in an eye-catching POWerLITe®
case (an incredibly robust, durable and light
alloy made of Titanium, Aluminum, Zirconium,
Magnesium and Ceramic). The Masterpiece
Gravity presents its oscillator and assortment
centre stage on the dial side of the watch. A
domed “glass-box” sapphire crystal further
magnifes the oscillator and assortment, making them appears to sit high within the case
and according a sublime three-dimensional
characteristic to the dial. A small seconds
display, presented on a subdial partially projects over the disclosed balance assortment,
masterfully exploiting depth and curving line.
The Masterpiece Gravity was also the frst timepiece to feature a fully silicium assortment.
Developed in-house by Maurice Lacroix, it is
a further example of the company’s forward
thinking approach to watchmaking. Finally,
the case back of the watch is equipped with
a sapphire crystal, according a view of the
automatic Calibre ML230. The Masterpiece
Gravity inspires and challenges convention.
It is an innovative timepiece, at the cutting-edge
of progress, which does not merely convey time
but emotionally engages with the wearer with
creative expression.

P.52

MODEL NAME

Masterpiece Gravity

CASE

Blue polished POWerLITe® (patented alloy by Maurice Lacroix, combination of 5 elements: Titanium / Aluminum / Zirconium / Magnesium
/ Ceramic), “Box” sapphire crystal with anti-refecting coating on both
sides, Screwed case back with wide sapphire crystal and special engraving: “ONLY WATCH 2015 – PIeCe UNIqUe 1/1”, ?Water resistant to 50 m /
5 atm

DIAL

Blue lacquered hours and minutes dial at 2 o’clock with rhodied indexes and
logo, black and red minutery, Blue lacquered seconds dial at 4 o’clock with
black and red second printings, rhodied and facetted hours and minutes
hands, red varnished seconds hand.

CALIBRE

Automatic Manufacture movement, Caliber ML 230, 35 jewels, assortment
and oscillator ML10, 18’000 alt/h, 2.5 Hz, 50-hour power reserve. rhodium
bridges with diamond cut edges. “Vague du Jura” exclusive decoration on
movement’s main bridge, sandblasted and brushed fnishings on the other
parts of the movement.

BRACELET

Blue genuine alligator strap, ecru stitching, Alsavel lining in beige colour,
Folding clasp in steel with push buttons, Polished and brushed fnishings

DIMENSIONS

43 mm. Diameter

ESTIMATE

CHF 12,000-14,000
$12,720-14,840
€11,520-13,440

SPECIFICITIES

exclusive Manufacture movement ML230, 13th in-house Maurice
Lacroix movement Blue polished POWerLITe® case, unique and patented material by Maurice Lacroix resulting from the fusion of 5 elements (Titanium / Aluminum / Magnesium / Zirconium / Ceramic)
Unique “Vague du Jura” decoration on movement’s main bridge
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F.P. Journe « Tourbillon Souverain Bleu », unique watch created especially for ONLY WATCH.

F

or the frst time, F.P.Journe participates
to Only Watch. It is also the frst time ever
that a tourbillon is made with a case entirely in
Tantalum. This metal has been named as such
in reference to the Greek mythology’s “Torment
of Tantalus” as it is extremely hard to work with.
The very astonishing blue chrome dial refects
like a mirror and its color changes according
to light. Its F.P.Journe movement in 18K rose
Gold features the renowned remontoire (constant force device) and the dead beat second.
For the next editions of ONLY WATCH, another model of the F.P.Journe collection
will be made in Tantalum, with a blue dial.
“It is the beginning of a unique collection reserved solely for ONLY WATCH”.

P.54

REFERENCE No.

TN

MODEL NAME

Tourbillon Souverain Bleu

CASE

Tantalum

DIAL

Blue Chrome

CALIBRE

1403.2

BRACELET

Leather

DIMENSIONS

40 mm.

ESTIMATE

CHF 250,000-400,000
$265,000-424,000
€240,000-384,000

SPECIFICITIES

F.P. Journe tourbillon movement in 18K rose Gold with remontoire and
dead beat second.
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Melchior ‘Only Watch’ is a unique robot table-clock commemorating MB&F’s 10th anniversary under
the theme “A creative adult is a child who survived”

M

elchior is the robot buddy a child would
love to have as his best friend. But Melchior
is also a unique high-end table clock featuring
jumping hours, sweeping minutes, double retrograde seconds and a 40-day power reserve.
Conceived by MB&F and crafted by L’epée 1839
– Switzerland’s only specialised high-end clock
manufacture – Melchior is a hymn to childhood
dreams.
Maximilian Büsser developed the concept with
designer Xin Wang. Hours and minutes are
displayed via discs on Melchior’s chest while
a dial on his abdomen indicates the exceptionally-long power reserve: 40 days, thanks to fve
mainspring barrels.
A combination of fxed vents and revolving
discs gives the impression that Melchior is
blinking his eyes, endowing the robot with a
hint of human-like personality. Further animation is provided by the regulator, its gentle
beating made visible thanks to its polished
glass dome cover. The regulator symbolizes
Melchior’s brain at work; just as the brain governs the body, the regulator governs the clock’s
remarkable precision.

REFERENCE No.

50.6802/301

MODEL NAME

Melchior ‘Only Watch’

CASE

Palladium-plated brass, stainless steel, red anodized aluminum and polished glass

DIAL

Jumping hours, sweeping minutes, retrograde seconds and power reserve
indicator.

CALIBRE

l’epée in-house mechanical movement, 40-day power reserve, 475 components

DIMENSIONS

30.3cm x 21.7cm (depending on position of the arms) x 11.2cm, 6.3kg

ESTIMATE

CHF 30,000-45,000
$31,800-47,800
€28,900-43,400

SPECIFICITIES

Unique piece
Jumping hours and sweeping minutes: Twin discs forming part of
Melchior’s breast plate, one disc displaying hours, the other disc minutes,
both featuring MB&F’s signature numerals
Bi-retrograde seconds: Flyback discs mark 20-second intervals behind a
steel mask
Power reserve indicator: Dial on abdomen providing intuitive view of
remaining energy (40 days of power reserve)
The left forearm (Gatling gun) is a detachable winding key

This piece unique Melchior “Only Watch” is the
100th and fnal movement in the Melchior series. Clothed in palladium-plated brass, stainless steel and aluminium with red highlights, he
will make his new owners smile each time they
set eyes on him.
P.56
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The Horological Smartwatch for Only Watch, a luxury Swiss timepiece that is now smart and
connected.

F

rédérique Constant is a passionate supporter of charitable causes, and especially those affecting children. We are proud
to announce that in 2015, we will be continuing our avid support to Only Watch, and will
be contributing a specially designed and
totally unique Horological Smartwatch for
the auction held to raise the crucial funds.
After three years of research and development with the Californian IT frm, Fullpower,
Frederique Constant was the frst Swiss watchmaker in the industry to unveil to the world the
frst model of its Horological Smartwatch model powered by MotionX-365® last February.
This incredible timepiece possesses the precise style and fnesse of a classical luxury
watch, added to its ability to record activity
and sleep.
The Only Watch unique model is displaying central hours and minutes hands, with a
smart and connected counter positioned at
6 O’Clock. With its timeless, analogue dial designs, Frederique Constant has created the frst
dreamed Smartwatch, the one that combines
the classical design that we love with the technical innovation that we want.
equipped with activity and sleep patterns, the
watch will become an integral part of your life.
As you wear the watch, the data accumulated in
the module is synchronized to the app on your
handheld device via the Bluetooth technology.
The 2015 Only Watch model, created in
unique piece, is a Horological Smartwatch
with a 18 carat rose gold case, a unique dark
green dial and a hand engraved reminder
of the reason of the watch on its caseback.
The watch is delivered into a unique luxury gift
box, together with an Apple Iphone 6 for you to
enjoy right away the connected functions.

P.58

REFERENCE No.

FC-285DG5B9

MODEL NAME

Horological Smartwatch for Only Watch

CASE

Polished 18K rose gold 2-parts case

DIAL

Green dial with hand-applied rose gold plated indexes, rose gold plated hands.

CALIBRE

MMT-285 quartz and connected caliber. +2 years battery life

BRACELET

Dark green alligator

DIMENSIONS

42 mm. Diameter

ESTIMATE

CHF 8,000-15,000
$8,500-15,900
€7,700-14,500

SPECIFICITIES

The Horological Smartwatch for Only Watch is delivered in an unique luxury
gift box including the watch and an Apple Iphone 6.
Functions of the watch : Always on time & date, MotionX® activity tracking,
Sleeptracker® sleep monitoring, Sleep cycle alarms, Get-Active alerts
Dynamic coaching.
MotionX® cloud backup and restore (MotionX®, MotionX-365®, and
Sleeptracker® are trademarks of Fullpower and are used under license)
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One of the great classics of the patek philippe wrist Grand Complications between 1993 and 2011.

O

ne of the great classics of the patek
philippe wrist Grand Complications between 1993 and 2011, Reference 5016 unites
in its Calatrava-style case three of the complications most highly prized by devotees of
exceptional watches: the tourbillon, the minute
repeater and the perpetual calendar with moonphase display. As an additional refnement, the
perpetual calendar is endowed with a retrograde date hand, which fies back to the 1st of
the month after having reached the 28th, 29th,
30th or 31st under the action of an ingenious
mechanism controlled by a spiral-coiled spring.
This graceful interplay of sophisticated functions is orchestrated by a movement comprising 506 parts, all painstakingly fnished by hand
with the dedication to excellence for which the
manufacture is known.

p.60

REFERENCE No.

5016A-010

MODEL NAME

Reference 5016A-010

CASE

Stainless steel. Interchangeable full back and sapphire-crystal case back.
Case is humidity and dust protected only (not water resistant).

DIAL

Authentic blue enameled dial on a 18K gold dial plate

CALIBRE

Caliber R TO 27 pS QR. Manual winding. Minute repeater. Tourbillon.
perpetual calendar with retrograde date hand.

BRACELET

Alligator leather strap, shiny navy blue, hand-stitched. Fold-over clasp.

DIMENSIONS

36.8 mm. Diameter

ESTIMATE

CHF 700,000-900,000
$743,000-955,000
€675,000-868,000

SPECIFICITIES

Reference 5016A-010 was created specially for Only Watch 2015 and
is the frst and only version of this watch to be produced in steel. The
sheen of this metal, rarely seen in a patek philippe Grand Complication,
compliments a blue enameled dial that perpetuates the tradition of the
rare handcrafts.
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entirely developed, crafted and assembled by hand by DeWitt master watchmakers, Academia Out of
Time is a combination of symbolism and innovation with the audacious alliance of its two elaborate
complications.

T

he Academia Out of Time watch is driven
by a self-winding DeWitt calibre, entirely
developed, produced and assembled by hand
by our master watchmakers at the Meyrin
Manufacture in Geneva, Switzerland.
The mastermind behind this patented invention, Jérôme de Witt, the founder of the
Manufacture, gives us a highly personal interpretation of time with a combination of a bold
design and a grand watch complication.
This innovative watch structure is made up of
the automatic DeWitt calibre and two elaborate complications: a dead-beat seconds hand,
which serves as both a regulator and an indicator of the seconds function in the display at 4
o’clock, and a free seconds hand, a DeWitt invention, in the display at 8 o’clock.

REFERENCE No.

Academia Out of Time

MODEL NAME

Academia Out of Time Unique piece for Only Watch

CASE

18-carat rose gold and rubber

DIAL

Blue lacquer with appliqué numerals and circles in rose gold colour tone,
motif featuring stars and mountains applied by hand in paint encrusted
with specks of silver

CALIBRE

Mechanical self-winding movement manufactured by DeWitt

BRACELET

Blue alligator strap

DIMENSIONS

42.5 mm. Diameter/ 12.85 mm. Thickness

ESTIMATE

CHF 60,000-80,000
$63,700-84,900
€57,900-77,100

SPECIFICITIES

One unique piece only
Serial number 1/1
engraved on the case back

These two functions symbolise the contrast between real time on one hand, and on the other,
virtual time, which cannot be controlled, measured or recovered.
The motif on the dial – a mist given off by
mountains and rising towards a clear, starry
sky – seems to encourage having faith in life.
It is depicted against a sky blue lacquer background highlighted by specks of silver.
A symbolic invention with an innovative technical approach.

p.62
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Immerse yourself for just a moment in your childhood memories and travel back in time. you are in
hot pursuit of the bad guy, equipped with your popgun and proudly wearing a sheriff’s badge on your
chest. With its Turbine Sheriff watch exclusively created for the Only Watch charity auction, this is
precisely the fond memory that perrelet invites you to relive.

F

or all those who enjoy indulging in a bit of
nostalgia, perrelet has created a one-of-akind Turbine Sheriff watch. It stands out with
its 48mm-diameter pink gold case middle creating a striking contrast with the black rubbercoated bezel and alligator leather strap. The
exhibition back provides a chance to view its
in-house mechanical self-winding movement:
perrelet Caliber p-331.
The standout originality of the watch lies in
the dial, on which the customary blades of
perrelet’s iconic Turbine model have been replaced by a black gold-tipped sheriff’s star. As
it turns, the latter reveals a humoristic inscription on the under-dial in reference to the great
American Western movies.

REFERENCE No.

A3053/1

MODEL NAME

Turbine Xl Sheriff

CASE

Rose gold (18 cts, 4n) middle case. Stainless steel bezel and back with
black pVD coating.
See-through caseback. Glareproofed sapphire crystals on both sides.

DIAL

Black gold-tipped sheriff’s star badge, black under-dial with gilded inscriptions. Rose gold (18 cts, 4n) inner ring. luminous Arabic numerals, hourmarkers and hands.

CALIBRE

M e c h a n i c a l a u t o m a t i c , p - 3 3 1 / i n - h o u s e c a l i b e r.
Hollowed oscillating weight with dedicated perrelet decoration.

BRACELET

Black alligator, stainless steel pin buckle with black pVD coating.

DIMENSIONS

48 mm. Diameter / 14.30 mm. Thickness

ESTIMATE

CHF 25,000-35,000
$26,500-37,100
€24,000-33,600

This timepiece thereby pays a highly original
tribute to the founder, Abraham-louis perrelet,
pioneer of the self-winding movement in 1777,
to whom the brand owes its innovative character and its avant-garde spirit.

p.64
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De GRISOGOnO dresses time with a sartorial elegance to celebrate a very worthy cause. The new
Retro Black Stripes honours the past while creating the future. A unique piece capturing the intriguing soul of black diamonds.

A

sleek, elegant watch expressing a taste
for things that are beautiful in their own
right. Set on the back with four stripes of
black diamonds, the new Retro Black Stripes
perfectly embodies de GRISOGOnO style with
deep house-signature black tones. 22 years
ago, Fawaz Gruosi, de GRISOGOnO’s founder
and creative director has raised the hitherto neglected black diamonds as one of the brand’s
upmost signature. An intriguing, captivating,
darkly dangerous carbonado extremely challenging to cut, that has since become a major
jewellery trend. A stone that reveals its inner
beauty to the ones who know how to capture
its soul.
Made of clear, simple lines, the new Retro Black
Stripes large rectangular case is balanced with
gently sensuous rounded angles. A minimalist,
uncompromising design that soberly expresses
time in a two-handed model. A watch with zero
horological complications. Cut-outs at 3 and 9
o’clock create a transparent effect and the impression that both the dial and the movement
are suspended in a glass cage. The two curved
sapphire crystals are identical and subtly connected by a thin gold band.

p.66

REFERENCE No.

new Retro n02 OW le

MODEL NAME

new retro black stripes

CASE

Rose gold, set on the back with 4 stripes of black diamonds, totalling 0.40
carats, black lacquered gold crown featuring the de Grisogono coat-ofarms at 12 o’clock

DIAL

Black

CALIBRE

DG 10-01 – mechanical, self-winding. Oscillating weight in gold with new
blackened appearance adorned with elegant openwork scrolling pattern.
28,800 vibrations/h, 4 HZ, 42-hour power reserve. Function hours, minutes.
Water-resistance 3 ATM.

BRACELET

black alligator leather, large square scales strap. Triple folding clasp in
rose gold.

DIMENSIONS

50.6 x 44.1 x 12.3 mm

ESTIMATE

CHF 30,000-40,000
$31,800-42,500
€28,900-38,600
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neither entirely a movement nor exactly a case – or rather both at once: introducing the piaget
Altiplano 38mm 900p, the world’s thinnest mechanical watch. Merging the hand-wound calibre with
the case elements, it is designed as a single entity in order to achieve record-breaking slenderness
at just 3.65 mm thin.

F

or this sixth Only Watch event, piaget has
interpreted its emblematic Altiplano 900p
in a version that is unique as it is original, ftted for the very frst time with red hands. The
Altiplano 38 mm 900p is the world’s thinnest
mechanical watch. Merging the hand-wound
calibre with the case elements, it is designed
as a single entity in order to achieve recordbreaking slenderness at just 3.65 mm thin.
Representing a crowning achievement in over
half a century of virtuoso skills displayed in
the realm of ultra-thin watchmaking where
piaget reigns supreme, it conveys the excellence of the two integrated Manufactures run
by the Maison. places where the skills of the
watchmakers, case constructors and designers
converge in giving life to this masterpiece of
reliability and precision.

REFERENCE No.

G0A40510

MODEL NAME

piaget Altiplano 900p 38mm

CASE

18K white gold watch. Calibre and case merged to form a whole, circular
satin-brushed case-back. Case-back engraved with the inscription “Only
Watch 2015 – unique piece”

DIAL

Red hours and minutes hands

CALIBRE

Black-coated movement, 145 parts (case + movement), 20 jewels, 21,600
vph /3 Hz, approx. 48 hour power reserve, black- coloured sunburst satinbrushed bridges, bevelled bridges, sunburst or circular satin-brushed
wheels, black-coloured screws, dedicated index-assembly with the piaget
“p” signature.

BRACELET

Black alligator leather strap. 18K white gold pin buckle

DIMENSIONS

38mm. Thickness: 3.65 mm (case + movement)

ESTIMATE

CHF 25,000-40,000
$26,500-42,400
€24,000-38,400

SPECIFICITIES

The world’s thinnest hand-wound mechanical watch
Development time: 3 years

Commenting on this participation, CeO philippe
léopold-Metzger explains: “The Altiplano 900P
powerfully expresses the creativity and innovation that have defned Piaget since 1874. We
have created a watch that is truly unique in
aesthetic and design terms, for which we have
once again pushed our own limits. It vividly illustrates the Piaget philosophy of placing techniques in the service of design. I am delighted
that we have created a one-of-a-kind version
of this model for Only Watch and to support
the Monaco Association against Muscular
Dystrophy.”
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“DBS Pièce unique” is an interpretation of the iconic model of De Bethune DBS launched for the frst
edition of the auction powered by an in-house caliber with a visionnary aesthetic.

T

he De Bethune horological tradition is
all about innovation. Making innovation
the very core of the creative process. Viewing
today’s approach as a continuation of the
endeavours undertaken by the great masterwatchmakers of the Age of Enlightenment.
Integrating new technologies and applied
materials with mathematical calculations and
the fundamental principles of classic mechanics. pushing the limits of watchmaking techniques while improving reliability and comfort.
Favouring taut lines and juxtaposed materials,
playing with fnishes, volumes and light effects
to convey and stir emotions – the very emotional appeal exuded by the greatest horological masterpieces.
Ten patent registrations, eighteen world première innovations and nineteen in-house calibres in 13 years of research express the spirit
of excellence of the De Bethune Manufacture.

REFERENCE No.

DBS 2005/2015

MODEL NAME

DBS pièce unique

CASE

White gold

DIAL

Anthracite – titanium bridges with ruthenium fnishing – spherical hour
indicators in hand-polished fame-blued steel – silver-toned minutes ring
– Côtes De Bethune – red indicators in jewels.

CALIBRE

DB2115 calibre – mechanical hand-wound movement, 28,800 vibrations
per hour. Self-regulating twin barrel. Silicon/white gold balance wheel balance-spring with fat terminal curve. Silicon escape-wheel

BRACELET

Extra-supple alligator leather with pin buckle

DIMENSIONS

45 per 42.5 mm/11 mm. Thickness

ESTIMATE

CHF 65,000-75,000
$69,000-79,600
€62,700-72,300

SPECIFICITIES

Hours, minutes, 6-day power reserve on the back, cone-shaped lugs in white
gold hand-polished and fame-blued steel hands, red indicators at 12 and
6 o’clock

The DBS pièce unique was designed by David
Zanetta and Denis Flageollet; it was thought
out and developed in the R&D lab in La Chaux,
and then entirely crafted in the workshops at
L’Auberson. The DBS pièce unique is a true De
Bethune creation.
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Rebellion Only Watch REB-7 Forged Carbon Regulator Worn During 24 Hours Of Le Mans in 2015.

T

his specifc unique piece, forged carbon
REB-7, was worn by professional racing
driver, nicolas prost during the famous 24
Hours of Le Mans endurance race in 2015. Its
strength has been tested during this legendary 24-hour race, which is also known as the
Grand Prix of Endurance and Effciency. The
bright blue on the dial and the strap comes
from the colors on nicolas prost’s helmet.
In 2015, the Rebellion’s team was victorious in LMp1 in the private team category.
The 2015 Only Watch REB-7 Forged Carbon
Regulator will be delivered along with
nicolas prost’s signed helmet and gloves,
which were worn by the talented young
driver during the 2015 24 Hours of Le Mans.
Developed to the exacting specifcations
of Rebellion’s master watchmaker, Laurent
Besse, the movement of the REB- 7 is audacious in terms of both technical innovation and strong visual experience.
Renowned watch designer Eric Giroud designed the case of the REB-7 Regulator like a
high-performance racecar. With this unique
piece in a forged carbon case for Only Watch,
REBELLIOn Regulator is designed to be ultra
light while retaining maximum rigidity.

p.72

MODEL NAME

Rebellion REB-7 Regulator

CASE

Modular construction. Case in forged carbon fber. Compound curves and
beveled edges. Sapphire crystal top and display back with double-sided
anti-refect treatment. Water resistance: 30m.

DIAL

Open dial revealing movement below, Skeletonized electric-blue hour hand
on sub dial at 12 o’clock, Central skeletonized electric-blue minute hand
with red Super-Luminova tip, Central dark second hand with red SuperLuminova tip, Date at 6 o’clock with skeletonized gold numerals over white
background, Skeletonized hour indexes in ARCAp, power reserve indicator
at 9 o’clock, Bridges in skeletonized titanium.

CALIBRE

REB-7 regulator automatic winding, exclusive form movement, Balance
frequency 4 Hz (28,800 vph), 42-hour power reserve. Dimensions: 23 mm
wide x 30 mm long x 6 mm high, plate in blackened gold, laser-cut date
ring in blackened gold, gilded gearing.

BRACELET

Bracelet in sky blue natural rubber with butterfy folding buckle in titanium

DIMENSIONS

46mm x 56.7mm x 19.6mm

ESTIMATE

CHF 60,000-90,000
$63,600-95,400
€57,600-86,400

SPECIFICITIES

The 2015 Only Watch REB-7 Forged Carbon Regulator will be delivered
along with nicolas prost’s signed helmet and gloves, which were worn by
the talented young driver during the 2015 24 Hours of Le Mans.
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In its second contribution, “Ouroboros”, Chronoswiss pays tribute to the ancient symbol of a serpent
eating its own tail, a metaphor for eternal re-creation. This fascinating timepiece is yet another
example for artistic craftsmanship performed at Chronoswiss, the white gold dial having been engraved by hand.

C

hronoswiss was founded by master watchmaker Gerd-Rüdiger Lang and his wife in
1983. Since February 2012, it has been under
the ownership and guidance of entrepreneurial
family Ebstein from Lucerne, Switzerland. Still
an independent family business, Chronoswiss
is specialized in the manufacture of high-quality, mechanical Swiss wristwatches with a passion for detail. These are exported to 26 countries, where they can be purchased from 300
select specialized dealers. The company headquarters are located in Lucerne (Switzerland).
In spring 2013, CEO Oliver Ebstein founded a
special workshop at Lucerne which is dedicated
to traditional crafts such as guilloche à main,
skeletonization and enamel.
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REFERENCE No.

CH-1641W-OW15

MODEL NAME

“Ouroboros”, Chronoswiss for Only Watch 2015

CASE

Solid 31-part case manufactured in 18-karat white gold with palladium; polished screw-in bezel with antirefective sapphire crystal; solid onion-shaped
crown; fully threaded, screw-in back with antirefective sapphire crystal;
screw-in strap-lugs with patented Autobloc system; water-resistant to 3 bar

DIAL

Solid 18-karat white gold dial embellished with three-dimensional engraving of the Ouroboros symbol performed by hand; center of the dial decorated with Côtes de Genève (Geneva stripes), galvanic anthracite

CALIBRE

Chronoswiss Caliber C.126, automatic; quarter-hour repetition with “all-ornothing” safety device, repeater on two gongs beat; skeletonized rhodiumplated rotor with guilloche details and ball bearing; polished pallet fork,
escape wheel and screws; plates with perlage (circular graining); bridges
with Côtes de Genève (Geneva stripes) and sections with perlage; engravings and jewel settings gold-plated; Ø 28 mm, height 8.35 mm; 38 jewels;
Incabloc shock absorber; ca. 40-hour power reserve; 4 Hz., 21.600 A/h
(semi-oscillations); Glycydur balance; Nivarox 1 fat balance-spring; fne
adjustment via excenter cam

BRACELET

Louisiana Alligator with pin buckle made of 18-karat white gold

DIMENSIONS
ESTIMATE

40 mm. Diameter/13.70 mm Thickness
CHF 29,000-39,000
$30,800-41,400
€28,000-37,600

SPECIFICITIES

Central hours and minutes, acoustic indication of time in hours and quarter
hours (two tones, via pusher)
unique piece; mechanical wristwatch (automatic, quarter-repeater) in solid
white gold case, with hand engraved dial made of white gold
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Rafael nadal carried out the ultimate approval test for RICHARD MILLE by wearing the RM 27-02
prototype during Roland Garros, Wimbledon and uS open.

T

he RM 27-02 belongs to the elite circle of
Richard Mille watches destined to leave their
mark on their era.
The brand unveiled the very first skeletonised
baseplate known as “unibody”, in which the
caseband and baseplate have been fused
into a single piece.
The sculptural baseplate in nTpT Carbon supports the bridges in grade 5 titanium, which are
highly original in terms of their three-dimensional construction, their fnishes (beveled,
shot-blasted and satin-brushed by hand) and
the complexity of their titanium and carbon
composition. These bridges support an impressive tourbillon movement extremely resistant
to shocks (up to 5000g)
Dressed in black and white, the case inevitably
catches the eye with its unique appearance.
The bezel and caseback of the RM 27-02 are
made from nTpT carbon and TpT Quartz, a
groundbreaking new material designed and
developed by Richard Mille in partnership with
north Thin ply Technology. During the machining, the various layers of TpT® quartz and
nTpT® carbon are revealed at random, ensuring that each machined component is unique.
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REFERENCE No.

RM 27-02

MODEL NAME

Tourbillon RM 27-02 Rafael nadal

CASE

Quartz TpT ® & nTpT Carbon

CALIBRE

RM27-02

BRACELET

Orange Velcro

DIMENSIONS

47.77 x 39.70 x 12.25 mm

ESTIMATE

CHF 600,000-700,000
$637,000-743,000
€579,000-675,000

SPECIFICITIES

CALIBER RM27-02:
manual winding tourbillon movement with hours and minutes.
unibody baseplate in nTpT carbon
Bridges in grade 5 titanium
Free sprung balance with variable inertia
Fast rotating barrel (6 hours per revolution instead of 7.5 hours)
Barrel pawl with progressive recoil
Winding barrel teeth and centre-wheel pinion with central involute profle
Spline screws in grade 5 titanium for the bridges and the case
Torque limiting crown
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With the Espoir & paix model, Christophe Claret pays tribute to Hope in the dial center with a green
emerald highlighted by a mirascope; and to peace with the case-back dedicated to the 129 nobel
peace prize laureates.

F

or Only Watch 2015, Christophe Claret
pays tribute through the Espoir & paix
watch to Hope (espoir) on the dial
and to peace (paix) on the caseback.
An emerald set in the dial center is highlighted
by a mirascope, a device based on the same
principle as a hologram and creating an almost
twice-enlarged image of the emerald with its
green color symbolizing hope. This optical effect gives the impression that the precious
stone is literally bursting out of the watch.
The design and production of the hours and
minutes hand have been entirely rethought:
since it was impossible to position them in
the dial center because of the mirascope,
they have been placed on the inner bezel
ring, shaped like bells and made from anticorodal aluminum to make them lighter.
The center of the oscillating weight appearing
through the back of the watch is graced with
a portrait of Alfred nobel with a green agate
rim revealing the movement. It also bears the
name of the 129 laureates who have received
the nobel peace prize since its creation, listed
clockwise in chronological order with the most
recent appearing at 6 o’clock.
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REFERENCE No.

MTR.AVE15.905

MODEL NAME

Espoir & paix

CASE

White gold and anthracite gray grade 5 pVD titanium. Hands in anticorodal
aluminium. White gold and anthracite gray grade 5 pVD titanium crown
with cabochon in black pVD titanium

DIAL

Mirascope in the dial center set with an emerald symbolizing hope

CALIBRE

Calibre AVE15, self-winding, 26.20 x 3.37 mm (without hands), 186 parts,
28 jewels, Twin barrels, 4 Hz (28,800 vph), 72-hour power reserve, Swiss
lever escapment

BRACELET

Black alligator leather with black stitching

DIMENSIONS

44 mm. Diameter / 18.49 mm. Thickness

ESTIMATE

CHF 50,000-60,000
$53,100-63,700
€48,200-57,900

SPECIFICITIES

Mirascope in the dial center set with an emerald symbolizing hope.
Engraved motif lacquered in green and white surrounding the emerald.
portrait of Alfred nobel engraved on black anodized aluminum.
Green agate rim revealing the movement.
Engraved names of the 129 laureates who have received the
nobel peace prize since its creation, listed clockwise in chronological order with the most recent appearing at 6 o’clock.
The two rows of names furthest from the center remain in a fxed position,
while the rows closest to the center turn in step with the oscillating weight.
One-of-a-kind creation.
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Taking inspiration from its most emblematic model, Speake-Marin has created an exceptional timepiece for the Only Watch event: “One Art”. With a seconds hand in red gold, a crown set with a 0.2 cts
sapphire and an engraved case, the closest attention has been paid to every detail to make this
timepiece truly unique.

T

he history of the Resilience “One Art”
watch. Speake-Marin is extremely proud to
join the Only Watch adventure and to take part
for the frst time in this charity auction by offering a unique timepiece, the Resilience “One Art”
watch for the event.
An emblematic Speake-Marin model, the
Resilience reproduces the classic stylistic
codes of Peter Speake-Marin’s frst watch creation, the “Foundation Watch”, including its futed crown, unique shape of its heat-blued steel
hands and drum case. The watch’s mechanism
is housed in a piccadilly case and is easily identifable by its sleek lines and its timeless design
elements. The watch-case was given its name
in order to pay tribute to London’s piccadilly
and the years spent by peter Speake-Marin restoring antique watches in the British capital.
The brand is delighted to be taking part
in this sixth edition of the Only Watch
event. Speake-Marin has taken its inspiration from the Resilience watch to
create a unique timepiece: the “One Art”.
peter Speake-Marin has made this successful
watch model into an exceptional timepiece by
paying particular attention to every detail: its
red gold seconds hand, its crown set with a
sapphire complimenting the blued steel minute
and hour hands, and the personalised unique
engraving that decorates the case.
The entire Speake-Marin team has committed
itself to the success of this project, thanks to
this perfectly fnished watch that is unique in
its kind.
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REFERENCE No.

1/1

MODEL NAME

Resilience – “One Art” (J-Class Collection)

CASE

Red gold (5N). Iconic piccadilly case in 18K red gold. Front and back sapphire crystals treated with anti-refective coating. Engraving on the side
of the case. Crown set with a sapphire

DIAL

Oven-fred white enamel dial, Central Speake-Marin signature “Foundation”
style hands in heat-blued steel, seconds hand in red gold.

CALIBRE

Calibre Vaucher 3002, mechanical self-winding movement, 28 jewels,
28,800 vibrations per hour / 4Hz, 50-hour power reserve

BRACELET

Alligator and calfskin straps, pin buckle in 5N red gold

DIMENSIONS

38 mm. Diameter

ESTIMATE

CHF 18,000-25,000
$19,100-26,500
€17,400-24,100

SPECIFICITIES

Unique engraved case in 18K red gold (5N)
Crown set with a sapphire (0.2 cts)
Seconds hand in red gold
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The Superfast Chrono porsche 919 Only Watch 2015 is a unique piece with a strong racing style
signed by Mark Webber, a racing champion with multiple victories to his name and brand ambassador
for Chopard.

T

he new Superfast Chrono porsche 919
Edition Only Watch 2015 is entirely in
tune with this context. This titanium and DLC
chronograph with its 45 mm-diameter case is
equipped with a fyback function. it is powered
by a mechanical Chopard movement: the
03.05-M calibre chronometer-certifed by the
COSC. Inspired by the porsche 919 Hybrid, the
stripes on the dial recall the rear diffuser of the
racing car. Likewise, the “919” appearing in the
red rectangle in the 9 o’clock counter echoes
the porsche models competing in the World
Endurance Championship. Water-resistant to
100 metres, this watch is ftted with a rubber
strap reminiscent of the slick tyre-tread serving
to negotiate bends at extremely high speeds.
As aesthetically fascinating as it is technically
accomplished, this precious timepiece has a
60-hour power reserve and is signed by Mark
Webber.
Mark Webber explains his commitment: “I didn’t
hesitate when Chopard suggested I participate
alongside the company for with Only Watch
2015. We have created a unique watch with
materials identical to those of the automobile:
titanium and carbon. I really hope that it will
bring a nice contribution for this association
and that its future owner will be as happy as I
am to support this cause. I invite all passionate
fans of watchmaking and racing to fuel the
bidding.”
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REFERENCE No.

168535-3004

MODEL NAME

Superfast Chrono porsche 919 Only Watch

CASE

Titanium

DIAL

Opaline silver-toned dial with red inner bezel ring transfers - “919” logo
in the 9 o’clock counter.

CALIBRE

Chopard 03.05-M

BRACELET

Black rubber strap - slick tyre tread motif

DIMENSIONS

45 mm. Diameter

ESTIMATE

CHF 10,000-20,000
$10,600-21,200
€9,600-19,300

SPECIFICITIES

One-off model signed by Mark Webber
Chronometer-certifed by the COSC
Chronograph with Flyback function
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Fine and unique octagonal shaped table chronometer designed in collaboration with Jake phipps.
Mechanism featuring the marine chronometer escapement par excellence - the spring detent - that
is visible through the dial. Complete with presentation box and certifcate.

E

stablished in London in 1858, Thomas
Mercer is a name forever synonymous with
the marine chronometer, the greatest manufacturer in history.
Appointed maker to the Admiralty, winner of
several Greenwich and Kew Trials, among its
most legendary chronometers are No 5229 used in 1916 by Sir Ernest Shackleton to calculate longitude throughout his heroic open boat
journey on the James Caird - as well as those
that equipped the Royal Yacht Britannia.
today the company manufactures fne chronometers that grace the interiors of the world’s most
exclusive yachts and homes, individual timepieces where sophisticated design and quintessentially British elegance combine with fawless
craftsmanship and horological excellence.
In 2015 Thomas Mercer is proud to join the
Only Watch initiative by donating the very
frst unit of the Brittanica, the new table chronometer created in collaboration with British
furniture designer Jake phipps. This cutting
edge timekeeper features distinctive octagonal
shapes that run through the case, the base, and
the dial, via an aperture of which the brand’s
signature spring detent escapement is visible.

MODEL NAME

Brittanica

CASE

Octagonal shape of the main body, base and dial bezel. Made in Aisi 316
stainless steel with fne white leather and extra-white crystals.

DIAL

Two-tone type in stainless steel. Outer ring with minute indices in bas-relief
and anthracite colour effected by galvanic deposition of ruthenium. Inner
circle with constellations map in bas-relief and decoration in hand-painted
blue. roman numerals and hands in polished stainless steel. Open-work
window with visible escapement.

CALIBRE

Calibre TM0802, hand wound, mechanical spring drive with fusee and steel
chain system, 17 jewels, 8 days power reserve, frequency 2Hz (14.400
vph), spring detent escapement, ovalising balance oscillator with cylindrical weights. Hour, minute, small second at 12 and power reserve indicator at 6, rhodium plated and ruthenium fnish with screws in blued steel,
skeletonised back plate. Dimensions: 183(h) x 150(w) x 90(d) mm.

DIMENSIONS

333(h) x 240(w) x 152(d) mm

ESTIMATE

CHF 75,000-105,000
$79,500-111,300
€72,000-100,800

SPECIFICITIES

the very frst timekeeper of the new Brittanica collection will be dedicated to
Only Watch 2015. One-off dial with celestial map from Geneva’s pOV on the
very date and time of the auction. Case signed with the Only Watch mark.

refecting a heritage when navigators’ only
guides were the stars and the marine chronometer, the unique piece, exclusively created for
this great purpose, displays a dial with a celestial map from Geneva’s point of view on the 7th
of november 2015 at 5pm; the fne blue tone
of the face matches the white of the leather to
represent the colours of Only Watch 2015.
p.84
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This one-off Mademoiselle privé for Only Watch opens the door to the intimate world of Gabrielle
Chanel and showcases one of her most cherished symbol: the camellia.
the delicate dial exclusively designed for Only Watch is fnely hand embroidered by la Maison lesage
with natural pearls and silk and metallic threads.

S

ince the birth of the House, exceptional
savoir-faire has always been at the heart of
ChAnEl creations. MADEMOiSEllE PriVE collection pays tribute to watchmaking arts and
skills such as enamelling, engraving, setting
and marquetry, but also to the artistic crafts of
Couture.
To enhance these exceptional timepieces,
ChAnEl has called on the services of Maison
Lesage, the guardians of a rare and precious
expertise of embroideries.
Mademoiselle Chanel loved the delicate elegance and subtle milky colour of the camellia,
making it her favourite fower. this symbolic
fower is gracefully reinterpreted in this unique
model.
Fruit of an exquisite collaboration with Maison
Lesage, the camellias are embroidered here
with silk and metallic threads and natural
pearls. This exceptional piece is hand-stitched
in a highly delicate display of precision and refnement.

p.86

MODEL NAME

ChAnEl, Mademoiselle privé for Only Watch

CASE

18-carat white gold case (37.5 mm) set with 60 brilliant-cut diamonds
(~ 1 carat). 18-carat white gold case-back

DIAL

Beige silk dial hand-embroidered with camellias made with 3 natural pearls,
silk and metallic threads. 18-carat white gold hands.

CALIBRE

High precision quartz movement off centered at 5 o’clock.
Water resistance: 30 meters.

BRACELET

White satin strap.
18-carat white gold ardillon buckle set with 80 brilliant-cut diamonds (~
0.49 carat).

DIMENSIONS

37.5 mm.

ESTIMATE

CHF 35,000-45,000
$37,100-47,800
€33,800-43,400

SPECIFICITIES

For nearly a century, for all the major names in Haute Couture,
Lesage has embroidered highly elaborate motifs requiring
many hours of work and great virtuosity. The exquisite motif on this highly poetic dial is the fruit of a long tradition.
Against a striking backdrop of fabric dial, natural pearls, knotted and chain
stitching come together to form a motif of a rare poetry.
Numerous technics of embroideries are needed to create this sumptuous dial :
The petals’ outline of the camellias gives the illusion that a chain frames
the fowers : they are made with metallic threads embroidered with a
Luneville hook.
Straight points are embroidered with bright white silk threads to form the
inner petals of this poetic model, giving depth to the dial.
The dial is unique, revealing the embroiderer’s freedom of movement
throughout her patient creative work.
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For its frst participation in Only Watch, tudor has decided to reinterpret one of the least known toolwatches in its history: tudor Submariner reference 7923, frst launched in the mid-1950s.

T

udor’s Heritage line is characterised by a
unique creative process developed by the
brand’s Style Workshop. The very opposite of
a mere re-edition, the watches belonging to
this line are the result of a true temporal and
stylistic encounter between past, present and
future. The aesthetic codes that contributed to
the renown of the brand’s historical models are
preserved and injected with modern touches to
update their emblematic status.
The Tudor Heritage Black Bay One created for
Only Watch 2015 is part of this approach, reinterpreting the reference 7923 with enlightened
freedom.
Borrowing many aesthetic features to reference 7923 such as its domed crystal, recognizable rotatable bezel or so-called “gilt” dial, the
Tudor Heritage Black Bay One measures a more
contemporary 41 mm in diameter. Mirroring the
overall lines of the original model, it also allows
itself subtle modern refnements, including a
crown mounted on an anodized aluminium tube
matching the bezel for an additional touch of
elegance.

REFERENCE No.

7923/001

MODEL NAME

Heritage Black Bay One

CASE

Stainless steel case with polished and satin fnish. Unidirectional rotatable
bezel in steel with black disc. Screw-down winding crown in steel engraved
with the TUDOR rose, with black anodized aluminium crown tube. Domed
sapphire crystal. Waterproof to 200 m (660 ft)

DIAL

Black

CALIBRE

Self-winding mechanical movement, TUDOR Calibre 2824. Approx. 38-hour
power reserve.

BRACELET

Steel bracelet with tube-type attachments and folding clasp with safety catch.
Two unique additional straps with buckle supplied with the watch

DIMENSIONS

41 mm

ESTIMATE

CHF 3,500-4,500
$3,700-4,800
€3,400-4,300

SPECIFICITIES

One-off model

Fitted with a solid stainless steel bracelet featuring straight end-links, the Tudor Heritage
Black Bay One also comes with two additional
and unique straps: a Jacquard-weave admiralty grey fabric strap and a darky brown aged
leather strap.
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Manero Chronoperpetual OnlyWatch 2015. A watch like no other on earth.

S

wiss watchmaker Carl F. Bucherer has
made a unique watch just for this occasion:
the Manero Chronoperpetual OnlyWatch 2015.
Featuring a “grand complication” perpetual
calendar, the Manero Chronoperpetual is able
to show the date, day, month, year and moon
phase without requiring correction. The mechanism accommodates the differing month
lengths so it will only require manual adjustment in the year 2100. For that is when an
intercalary year is skipped, i.e. when the year
is divisible by 100 but not by 400. The Manero
Chronoperpetual additionally combines the
perpetual calendar with a complete chronograph. The complexity of such a timekeeping
mechanism makes this watch a masterpiece.
Only the Manero Chronoperpetual OnlyWatch
2015 is specially made of pure white gold.
The date of the auction, November 2015, is
embossed on the black dial in a striking red,
complemented by an elegant black alligator
leather band. Documenting its uniqueness, an
engraving on the case back reads: OnlyWatch
2015 – pièce unique – Fabriquée en Suisse.
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REFERENCE No.

00.10907.02.33.99

MODEL NAME

Manero Chronoperpetual OnlyWatch 2015

CASE

18-carat white gold, domed sapphire crystal with anti-refective coating on
both sides, sapphire crystal case back, water-resistant to 30 m (3 ATM).

DIAL

Black

CALIBRE

Automatic caliber CFB 1904, diameter 30 mm, height 7.6 mm, 49 jewels,
50-hour power reserve.
Chronograph: hour, minute and second counters, fyback, perpetual calendar
with month, date, day of week, leap year, moon phase, tachymeter, hours,
minutes, and small seconds

BRACELET

Hand-stitched Louisiana alligator brown leather. pin buckle 18-carat white gold

DIMENSIONS

42.5 mm. Diameter / 14.3 mm. Thickness

ESTIMATE

CHF 45,000-49,000
$47,800-52,000
€43,400-47,300

SPECIFICITIES

Date of the auction November 2015 embossed in red, 18-carat white
gold case, engraving on case back: Only Watch 2015 – pièce unique
– Fabriquée en Suisse
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A marvel masterpiece, it marries movement and design with music, this musical mechanical timepiece performs the melody ‘We are the Champion”, written by the famous compositor of Queen,
Freddie Mercury.

u

lysse Nardin is proud to support the sixth
edition of Only Watch and to introduce its
exclusive “Only Watch Stranger” timepiece.
For patrik Hoffmann, CeO of ulysse Nardin: “an
organization with a good cause as impressive
as The Monaco Association against Muscular
Dystrophy is led by champions for champions.
This motto was the inspiration for the “Only
Watch ulysse Nardin Stranger” timepiece, playing
the melody ‘We are the Champion”, written by the
famous compositor of Queen, Freddie Mercury.
Integrating the latest technology in watchmaking,
it is housed in a black titanium case.”
Based on the ulysse Nardin manufacture caliber
690 using silicium technology, the ”Only Watch
Stranger” watch is not only easy to operate, but it
also takes wearers down the reminiscent road of
childhood. Its muse: a classical music box.
On the hour and on request, owners can enjoy listening to the famous melody of Queen
thanks to the copyright granted exceptionally to
ulysse Nardin for its participation to the charity
cause association by the eMI Music publishing
Germany GmgH company, sub-editor of Queen
Music Ltd.
As revolutionary as it is in engineering, it is
equally stylish. exhibiting a modern appeal,
highlighting its anthracite dial and cherry red
blades of the musical mechanism, its aesthetic
is further warmed by a black titanium case.
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REFERENCE No.

6903-125/OW

MODEL NAME

Only Watch Stranger

CASE

Blackened titanium. Crown with special pusher. Case back engraved with
a medallion and 1/1.

DIAL

Anthracite with “Only Watch” indication. Small seconds and date display
at 6 o’clock. roman numerals. Music box mechanism on rotating disc with
10 blades in cherry red.

CALIBRE

Self-winding uN-690, 64 jewels, escapement, anchor and balance spring
in silicium. Approx. 48-hour power reserve
Functions Hours, minutes, seconds

BRACELET

Leather strap with a folding buckle

DIMENSIONS

45mm. Diameter

ESTIMATE

CHF 70,000-90,000
$74,300-95,500
€67,500-86,800

SPECIFICITIES

Selection of functions by integral pusher crown
“We are the Champions” melody played on the hour or on request
On/off selector for the melody function
“Melody-on-call” selector
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Breguet and its president & CeO Marc A. Hayek are renewing their support to Only Watch by participating in the 6th edition of the biennial charity auction co-organised by the Monaco Association
against Muscular Dystrophy and the Monaco yacht Show. Within this context, the Maison has developed a one-of-a-kind creation for this sale, from which the proceeds will beneft research on
Duchenne muscular dystrophy: a special Type XXI chronograph, made for the frst time in platinum.

S

temming from the wrist chronographs produced by
Breguet in 1935, the frst Type XX watches were developed to order for the French military and delivered to
its air force and navy from 1954 onwards through to the
1970s. Supplied to pilots as standard issue, the Type XX
soon became a cult object much sought-after by aviators.
This enthusiasm incited Breguet to produce a contemporary civilian version some years later.
The Only Watch model meets Breguet’s current standards
in the feld of mechanical horology while featuring a vintage
style inspired by its predecessor. This Type XXI 3813 is
equipped with the special fyback function featured on the
original 1950s model. This complication inherently linked
to the feld of aeronautics enables instant zero-resetting
and restarting of the chronograph counter in one smooth
move. Another characteristic of this one-of-a-kind model
lies in its central chronograph minutes counter ensuring
instant readability. The date aperture and 12-hour counter
at 6 o’clock also contribute to its time measurement capabilities. This Type XXI chronograph is also equipped with a
day/night indicator and small seconds subdial that round
off the main functions.

REFERENCE No.

3813pT/G2/3Zu

MODEL NAME

BreGueT Type XXI 3813

CASE

Round case in platinum with delicately futed caseband.
rounded attachments. Bidirectional rotating bezel. Screwlock crown. Water-resistant to 10 bar (100 metres).

DIAL

Dial in matt slate grey tone bearing the Breguet signature.
Luminescent hands and hour-markers. Chapter ring with luminescent Arabic numerals. Day/night indicator at 3 o’clock.
12-hour counter and date aperture at 6 o’clock. Small seconds
at 9 o’clock. Central minutes counter.

CALIBRE

Self-winding chronograph movement with fyback function,
numbered and signed Breguet. Cal. 584Q/1. 13 3/4 lignes.
25 jewels. 45-hour power reserve. Annular balance. In-line
lever escapement. Flat balance spring. Frequency 4 Hz.
Adjusted in 6 positions.

BRACELET

Strap in aged calfskin.

DIMENSIONS

42mm. Diameter

ESTIMATE

CHF 75,000-90,000
$79,600-95,500
€72,300-86,800

SPECIFICITIES

platinum

For the frst time, the mechanical self-winding 584Q/1 calibre is housed in a platinum case, ftted with a bidirectional
rotating bezel. The design of this 42mm-diameter timepiece renowned for its reliability and sturdiness will appeal
to a broad audience because of its undeniable authenticity.
Its matt slate grey dial, crafted in an exclusive execution
for Only Watch, bears stylised Arabic numerals composed
of a white transferred base coated with Superluminova. It is
enhanced by luminescent hands and hour-markers.
The sporty and sophisticated Type XXI 3813 chronograph
in platinum proves itself entirely worthy of its proud lineage: it is a concentrated blend of technical refnement
in a reaffrmed vintage style. Fitted with an aged calfskin
leather strap, it is delivered, like any great timepiece, in an
exclusive presentation box and accompanied by a “unique
piece” certifcate.
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At the occasion of Only Watch 2015, Vacheron Constantin renews its support with a unique Métiers
d’Art Mécaniques Ajourées timepiece, bearing the prestigious Hallmark of Geneva.

B

ased on the iconic Calibre 4400, this airy
construction exalts the art of openworking,
evoking the european railway stations, symbols
of the golden age of the industrial revolution.
Openworking is a demanding art, since it involves
hollowing out the mechanical parts, while being
careful not to impair the running of the watch.
It took hundreds of hours to achieve the perfect
balance between airy aesthetic and optimal functionality from conceptualisation to assembling.
To beautify this Calibre 4400SQ, the
master-engraver technique is reinvented
to resemble that of the sculptor, revealing fascinating light effects conveyed
through a three-dimensional architecture.
Inspired by the vaults of railway stations, he
has meticulously created delicate arches on
the calibre. Amid a clever interlacing pattern of interior angles that only the human
hand is capable of creating, the polished
zones catch the light and contrast with the
matt fnish of the hand-drawn surfaces.
The Mécaniques Ajourées timepiece is ennobled by Grand Feu enamelling. Brilliantly
performed, the vivid beauty of red pays
tribute to the principality of Monaco.
Besides the red enamel ring, the roman numerals ring is openworked with “ONLy WATCH”
and the caseback is engraved with “2015” and
“N°1/1”, making it a unique piece.
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REFERENCE No.

82020/000G-B143

MODEL NAME

Métiers d’Art Mécaniques Ajourées

CASE

18K white gold. Transparent sapphire crystal caseback. Water-resistance
tested at a pressure of 3 bar (approx. 30 meters).

DIAL

red Grand Feu opaque enamelled external ring, Openworked roman numerals on an 18K gold ring, “ONLy WATCH” openworked on the 18K gold ring,
at 3 o’clock.

CALIBRE

Caliber 4400SQ. Developed and manufactured by Vacheron Constantin.
Mechanical, manual-winding, 28.60 mm (12 ’’’ ½) diameter, 2.80 mm thick.
Approximately 65-hour power reserve, 4Hz (28’800 vibrations/hour), 127
components, 21 jewels. Hand-engraved openworked caliber on front and
back.

BRACELET

Black Mississippiensis alligator leather strap, stitched tip, large square
scales, 18K white gold buckle, Half Maltese cross-shaped.

DIMENSIONS

40 mm. Diameter/ 7.50 mm. Thickness.

ESTIMATE

CHF 70,000-80,000
$74,300-84,900
€67,500-77,100

SPECIFICITIES

unique piece for ONLy WATCH “2015” and “N°1/1” engraved on the back
of the timepiece
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BOVET 1822 « Lady Bovet » Unique Piece. New model. Amadeo® convertible system (reversible
wristwatch, table clock and necklace pendant.) reversed Hand-Fitting. Virtuoso II watchmaking
specialties caliber, 7 days power reserve

B

OVeT 1822 has always focused its philanthropic efforts on children’s causes. It
is only natural, therefore, that we should lend
our support to the noble cause defended by
Only Watch. For this year’s event, we have decided to offer a timepiece which represents
a concentrate of the expertise that we have
sought to perpetuate since 1822. This unique
timepiece is based on a previously unreleased
model that will appear for the frst time in our
catalogues in 2016. This timepiece is beautifully set in our convertible Amadeo case, allowing the timepiece to be easily transformed
from a reversible wristwatch to a table clock
to a pendant necklace without the need for
a single tool. By virtue of its reversibility,
this piece boasts two very distinctive faces.
One of the faces features pink-hued motherof-pearl guilloché dials, whilst the other offers a miniature of a pair of doves. It is a
reproduction of the grand feu enamel case
back of a BOVeT pocket watch that was
manufactured at the turn of the 19th century.
The theme I have chosen is the universal message of peace and hope, exemplifed by this
piece. I also wanted to offer a timepiece that
would pay tribute to women—who give life
and protect children, who represent hope and
the future of humanity, without distinction.
Through this gesture, I humbly hope
to contribute to nurturing the dreams
of the children who are so nobly supported by Luc pettavino and Only Watch.
pascal raffy
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MODEL NAME

Amadeo Fleurier 39 Lady Bovet

CASE

Amadeo® convertible. 18K white gold. Case-side, bezel, bow and lug
set with 236 diamonds for ~3.92 cts. Crown and strap-bolts set with 5
briolettes diamonds for ~1.00 ct.

DIAL

Front dial: pink mother-of-pearl guilloché with 12 diamonds, Indexes
for ~0.22 ct, Back dial: pink mother-of-pearl with a miniature painting of
a pair of Doves

CALIBRE

13BM08AI, Type: Hand-wound, Diameter (lines): 13 3/4 ‘’’, Frequency:
21’600v/h, power reserve: 7 days

BRACELET

Full skin alligator, 18K white gold ardillon

DIMENSIONS

39mm Diameter

ESTIMATE

CHF 100,000-150,000
$106,000-159,000
€96,000-144,000

SPECIFICITIES

New model, Miniature painting on mother-of-pearl dial showing a pair of
doves, which is a reproduction of a BOVeT grand feu enamel case-back
pocket watch from the beginning of the 19th century.
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Van Cleef & Arpels has created a masculine complication piece with dual time zone, ftted with a selfwinding movement with double jumping hour and retrograde minutes, that invites us on a journey
and exalts the colors of Monaco.

F

or this edition of Only Watch, Van Cleef & Arpels
has created a unique piece, born of the
excellence of its craftsmanship and its poetry
of Time™ philosophy. From the pierre Arpels
Heure d’ici & Heure d’ailleurs collection, this
watch illustrates its vision of travel while at
the same time evoking, through a specifc
aesthetic, its lasting ties with Monaco.

The Maison has created a masculine complication piece with a unique color. In homage
to the principality, the dial displays a radiant
Mediterranean blue while the elegant calligraphy
evokes the white foam on the crest of the waves.
Fitted with a self-winding movement with
double jumping hour and retrograde minutes,
this creation celebrates both the beauty of the
moment and the promise of distant horizons.
As his journeys progress, the traveler thus captures the here and now, without forgetting the
time in his heart.

MODEL NAME

pierre Arpels Heure d'ici & Heure d'ailleurs Only Watch

CASE

White gold

DIAL

Blue dial, piqué motif at the center

CALIBRE

Self-winding movement developed by Agenhor exclusively for
Van Cleef & Arpels with double jumping hour and retrograde minutes,
48-hour power reserve. Bidirectional platinum micro-rotor, piqué motif.
White gold crown set with one round diamond. Water-resistant to 3 ATM

BRACELET

Blue alligator strap

DIMENSIONS

42 mm. Diameter/ 7.97 mm. Thickness

ESTIMATE

CHF 25,000-35,000
$26,500-37,100
€24,100-33,800

SPECIFICITIES

Blue dial
Case-back engraved with the inscription "Pièce unique"

“For this new edition of Only Watch,
Van Cleef & Arpels created a unique piece, in
line with our Poetry of Time™ philosophy, that
illustrates our vision of travel and evokes our
lasting ties with Monaco. The Pierre Arpels
Heure d’ici & Heure d’ailleurs timepiece specially created for Only Watch 2015, is a masculine
complication with a dual time movement and
jumping hours“. Nicolas Bos, President & CEO
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Unique creation "Épure Vague de lumière" with a dial created with a three-dimensional marquetry of
baguettes, diamonds and aventurine glass. Automatic manufactured movement.

T

he unique creation Epure Vague de
lumière represents the quintessence of
High jewelry’s history of savoir-faire and highly
skilled watchmaking. Created with a three dimensional marquetry of round and baguette
diamonds, the wave unfolds on an aventurine
glass. This Métier d’Art timepiece has an automatic manufactured movement.

REFERENCE No.

WA021432

MODEL NAME

Épure Vague de lumière

CASE

White Gold 750/18K and diamonds

DIAL

White Gold 750/18K, baguettes, diamonds, aventurine glass

CALIBRE

GP400 Girard-Perregaux Manufacture

BRACELET

Blue Alligator

DIMENSIONS

41mm (diameter)

ESTIMATE

CHF 25,000-30,000
$26,500-31,800
€24,100-28,900

SPECIFICITIES

Unique Creation for Only Watch
Métier d’art Dial :
in dark blue aventurine glass
wave – inspirated by the artist Hokusai – in white gold sculpted in
volume over the aventurine glass.The hollow of the wave is paved
with baguettes diamonds and round diamonds.
Epure watch case with Double Gadroons and Cabochons Signature of the
Maison Boucheron
Automatic movement with personalized fnishings and open worked oscillating weight in the form of Boucheron’s mark.
Engravings “Boucheron” “Je ne Sonne que les Heures Heureuses”
“Pièce Unique” “1/1”
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The Voutilainen GMT-6 wristwatch embodies the perfection enshrined in Kari Voutilainen’s philosophy. The elegant and robust mechanism is housed in a sturdy and stylish case.

T

he movement contains free sprung-balance
system that ensures perfect timing of the
watch according to strict tolerance criteria. The
balance has four gold inertia-blocks to adjust
the daily rate.
To equip this exceptional timepiece, a unique
and very rare balance-spring system has been
used. The outside is a philips overcoil, while
the inner terminal follows the less common
Grossmann principle.
The watch’s outstanding feature is its escapement; it is the frst watch to present two
escape-wheels in such a confguration. The
escape-wheels provide a direct impulse to the
balance through the roller/jewel. This escapement is extremely effcient and requires less
energy than traditional lever escapements, offering gains in terms of longevity and stability
in everyday use.
The sublimely elegant balance-cock offers an
unobstructed view of the escapement and balance. It also allows the enthusiast to admire the
synchronised movements of the escape-wheels.
A GMT mechanism is integrated in the movement. Its indicator takes the form of a disc at 6
o’clock. The disc shows 24 hours and includes
a day/night indicator. The triangle transferred to
the subsidiary seconds dial represents the index
by which the indication can be read. The disc
is advanced by pressing the crown, each press
moving the disc forward one hour at a time.
Finishing of the watch is of the very highest
standard.
The surfaces of pinions and wheels are totally
fat and perfectly polished to exceptionally uniform tolerances. All fnishing work on the main
plate and bridges is carried out by hand to attain the best possible surface fnish.

MODEL NAME

GMT-6

CASE

Steel case, 18-carat white gold crown, Sapphire crystals front and rear, glareproof treatment on front
Engine-turned silver and white gold, enamelled in central section
2 enamelled appliques for day/night indicator
Gold applied numerals

DIAL

CALIBRE

Proprietary movement. Conception, design, manufacture, fnishing and assembly carried out in Voutilainen workshops, 21 jewels. New escapement with two
escape-wheels, direct impulse. Nickel silver bottom plate and bridges. Integral
GMT mechanism. Wheels manufactured from rose gold, Balance: 13.60mm
diameter, ftted with a Breguet/Grossmann balance spring, 60-hour power reserve. “Free sprung balance wheel” at 18,000 vibrations/hour, with rose gold
inertia blocks.

BRACELET

Hand-stitched leather, 18-carat white gold buckle

DIMENSIONS

39mm. Diameter/ 11.5mm. Thickness.

ESTIMATE

CHF 90,000-100,000
$95,500-106,000
€86,800-96,400

SPECIFICITIES

It is the frst watch to be made of steel in the GMT version with enamelled dial.
Its white gold central section is engine-turned by hand, as well 24 sector division motifs and then coated with Grand Feu enamel, making it an exceptional
work of art.

Screws and all steel surfaces are fnished and
polished by hand.
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Blancpain Calendrier Chinois Traditionnel, ONlY WATCH 2015.
This one-off creation in red gold is ftted with a black grand feu enamel dial. The sapphire crystal
provides a view of the oscillating weight crafted for this occasion in a black champlevé enamel fnish
and bearing the ONlY WATCH inscription.

S

tanding alongside the Monaco Association
against Muscular Dystrophy (AMM) for
almost 15 years, Blancpain is renewing its
support for the Only Watch charity auction by
presenting an exceptional and unique version
of its "Villeret Calendrier Chinois Traditionnel".

An exclusive horological complication developed by Blancpain, the "Villeret Calendrier
Chinois Traditionnel" pays tribute to this culture
in this symbolic model based on fundamental
principles established for centuries and rooted
in Chinese tradition. On its dial, the hours, minutes and the Gregorian calendar rub shoulders
with the main indications of the Chinese calendar: traditional double-hour indication, day,
month with indication of leap months, signs
of the zodiac, as well as the fve elements and
the 10 celestial stems. The moon phases are
also presented and play a particularly important role in this model, given the link between
the lunar cycle and traditional Chinese months.
This one-off creation in red gold is ftted with a
black grand feu enamel dial featuring a chapter
ring with applied gold hour-markers, as well as
indications that are painted in gold before fring. The sapphire crystal provides a view of the
oscillating weight specially crafted for this occasion in a black champlevé enamel fnish and
bearing the ONlY WATCH inscription.
p.106

REFERENCE No.

00888-3637-55B

MODEL NAME

Villeret Calendrier Chinois Traditionnel

CASE

18ct red gold, Sapphire crystal back

DIAL

Black grand feu enamel dial

CALIBRE

3638, 168-hour power reserve, 36 jewels, 469 components. Traditional
Chinese Calendar [double-hour indication, signs of the zodiac, date, month
of the Chines calendar, indication of the fve elements, the celestial stems
and the leap months], gregorian calendar, moon phases,under-lug correctors, secured movement, champlevé enamel and gold rotor, self-winding

BRACELET

Alligator leather straps - origin: Mississippiensis

DIMENSIONS

45 mm. Diameter/ 15 mm. Thickness

ESTIMATE

CHF 80,000-100,000
$84,800-106,000
€76,800-96,000

SPECIFICITIES

Black grand feu enamel dial
Black champlevé enamel and gold rotor bearing the ONlY WATCH
inscription
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« Manufacture des Montres Vulcain is very proud and pleased to be part of the ONlY WATCH 2015
charity auction to support the Monaco Association Against Muscular Dystrophy, assisting their
journey to bettering the lives of young AMM patients and their families. To choose the wonderful
artistic work of an enamel dial showing the vital winged horse pegasus was no coincidence; pegasus
symbolizes heightened power of the natural forces - the innate capacity for spiritualization and for
inverting evil. »
Renato a. Vanotti, Ceo VulCain

T

his unique timepiece developed for Only
Watch 2015 features a universal symbol of
wisdom and knowledge to celebrate Vulcain’s
time-honored watchmaking expertise.
Pegasus is one of the best-known mythological creatures in Greek mythology. He is
a winged divine stallion usually depicted as
pure white in color. Greco-roman poets wrote
about his ascent to heaven after his birth
and his obedience to Zeus, king of the gods.
He was captured by the Greek hero
Bellerophon near the Perene fountain with
the help of Athena and poseidon. pegasus
allowed the hero to ride him to defeat a
monster, the Chimera, before accomplishing many other exploits. Because of his
faithful service to Zeus, he was rewarded
by being transformed into the constellation pegasus and placed up in the sky.
The symbolism of pegasus has varied
through the ages. An emblem of wisdom
and especially of fame from the Middle Ages
until the renaissance, he became a symbol
of poetry and the creator of sources from
which the poets draw inspiration, particularly
in the 19th century. pegasus is the subject of
a very rich iconography, especially expressed
in ancient Greek pottery and paintings, as
well as renaissance sculptures.
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REFERENCE No.

200550E8T.BBK101

MODEL NAME

"50s Presidents' Enamel Pegasus Only Watch"

CASE

5N 18K pink gold, sapphire case-back revealing the stylised “V” for Vulcain,
domed shape glass sapphire crystal,Water resistance: 5 ATM.

DIAL

“Grand Feu” cloisonné enamel. 12 diamond cabochons.

CALIBRE

MANUFACTUrE VUlCAIN SElF-WINDING CrICKET CAlIBrE V-20
Movement: 12-lignes mechanical unidirectional self-winding
alarm calibre, ceramic ball bearings, 31 jewels, 229 components,
double barrel, equipped with Exactomatic system, lift angle 48°
Decoration: rhodium coating, Côtes de Genève motifs, blued screws
Functions: hour, minute, centre seconds, alarm Frequency: 18,000 vibrations per hour Power reserve: 42 hours Duration of the alarm: circa 20
seconds

BRACELET

Black louisiana alligator leather, 5N 18K pink gold pin buckle

DIMENSIONS

42mm. Diameter

ESTIMATE

CHF 48,000-53,000
$50,900-56,300
€46,300-51,100

SPECIFICITIES

Symbol of Wisdom and inspiring springs, this representation of the
pegasus by the Manufacture Vulcain celebrates the unique and secular
know-how of art of the Enamel. Its unique manufacture movement and
the refned fnishing make this timepiece a real collector’s item.
Hand-made Enamel Grand Feu Cloisonné Dial
Unique motif developed for Only Watch
12 diamond cabochons
5N 18K pink gold case
Vulcain Manufacture mechanical automatic alarm movement
Back case engraving Only Watch
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Br01 Skull Bronze Tourbillon combines the courage symbol of the skull, the sophistication of an
exceptional mechanical movement and an extreme patina of the case, as if it aroused from the past,
such a treasure found in a sunken pirate ship…

T

he most fearsome fghters have historically faunted their bravery by displaying
the skull symbol, both to intimidate their opponents and to ward off ill fortune. Today, it
still fgures on military equipment, such as
uniforms, emblems and aeroplanes. The famous “Jolly roger” is a decorative element
that is used as a talisman or a rebel symbol.
Faithful to this spirit, the Br 01 SKUll
BrONZE boldly displays the skull and crossbones, formed by the bezel and the screws,
which resemble the pirate fags of the past.
In addition, the hands on its relief honeycomb dial reveal other traditional motifs from
the military world: the sword and the dagger.
Seemingly protected by the skull at the centre
of the watch, the tourbillon reveals its revolving cage in pink gold at the bottom of the dial.
To give the new Br 01 SKUll BrONZE
TOUrBIllON a unique look, Bell & ross designed its case using bronze with a microblasted fnish. Initially presenting a shade that
suggests tones of pink or red gold, bronze
acquires a patina over time, which gives it an
incomparable ancient look.
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MODEL NAME

Br01 Skull Bronze Tourbillon – Only Watch Edition

CASE

Bronze CuSn8. Screw-down crown. Titanium case-back with transparent
sapphire crystal

DIAL

3D with honeycomb structure, black. Skull in 18-carat hand-engraved solid
gold. 18-carat solid gold tourbillon cage. Gilt hands.

CALIBRE

Manufacture movement Br-CAl.281 calibre. Hand-wound mechanical.
hours and minutes. Tourbillon. regulator. Power reserve indicator (5 days).
Accuracy indicator.

BRACELET

Hand-distressed brown alligator leather. Titanium PVD-coated steel buckle.

DIMENSIONS

46 mm. Diameter

ESTIMATE

CHF 100,000-120,000
$106,000-127,000
€96,400-116,000

SPECIFICITIES

Unique creation for Only Watch
Bell & ross Iconic square case
Skull concept
Aged bronze
Tourbillon
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The "El Primero lightweight Tribute to rolling Stones" is driven by a titanium automatic El Primero
Chronograph movement powering a 1/10th of a second indication, housed in a 45 mm black
DlC-coated titanium case framing an openworked dial.

T

he quest for excellence to support a
scientifc quest. The model houses an
El Primero 4052 W Striking 10th automatic
movement, beating at a frequency of 36,000
vibrations per hour and displaying tenthof-a-second precision: a lively pace liable
to please The rolling Stones, to whom this
unique timepiece pays tribute. The movement
is also distinguished by its lightness, with the
mainplate and fve bridges machined from
titanium, and the chronograph double wheel,
lever and escape-wheel all made of silicon.
The openworked dial centre provides a clear
view of the movement. On the caseback side,
the oscillating weight visible through the transparent crystal is adorned with the British rock
band’s famous “red tongue” logo. The date
numerals arranged on a ring around the dial
circumference appear in a window at 6 o’clock.
The chronograph counters reprise the emblematic colours of the original El Primero chronograph and the red central sweep-seconds hands
is ftted with a tiny star-shaped counterpoise.
The hours and minutes hand are shaped like the
fretboard of the Fender Telecaster guitar used
(and made legendary) by Keith richards, one
of the key members of The rolling Stones. The
light titanium case features openworked lugs
and the rubber strap features a Barenia calfskin
insert that is tone-on-tune heat-embossed with
the group logo and the Union Jack. The watch
comes in a presentation box bearing the group
logo as well as that of Zenith.
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MODEL NAME

El Primero lightweight Tribute to rolling Stones.

CASE

Titanium Black DlC. Box-shaped sapphire crystal with anti-refection
treatment on both sides. Transparent sapphire crystal case-back.
Water-resistance: 10 ATM

DIAL

Skeletonized with original 3 colors. rhodium with Superluminova SlN C1,
faceted hour-markers. rhodium with Superluminova SlN C1, faceted hands

CALIBRE

El Primero 4052W, automatic, 334 parts, 31 jewels, 36,000 VpH – (5 Hz),
min. 50-hour power-reserve.
Finishings: Oscillating weight adorned with rolling Stones logo.
Titanium parts: Main plate, barrel bridge, balance bridge, chronograph
bridge, pallets bridge and pallets-wheel bridge.

BRACELET

Black rubber strap with calfskin coating adorned with “Union Jack” fag
and rolling Stones logo
Black PVD coated titanium triple folding clasp

DIMENSIONS

45 mm. Diameter. 13.20 mm. Thickness

ESTIMATE

CHF 18,000-28,000
$19,100-29,700
€17,400-27,000

SPECIFICITIES

unique piece for only watch 2015

automatic el primero chronograph with 1/10th of a second indication
titanium el primero caliber (5.51 gr less than a normal el primero => - 25 %)
special oscillating weight adorned with rolling stones logo
45-mm titanium black dlc case
skeletonized dial
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Lot

42

ZENITH

El Primero Lightweight
Tribute to Rolling Stones
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Stridently modern, ArMIN STrOM Skeleton Pure distills the mechanism to its essence and highlights
its defnition with PVD colorization—exclusively for ONlY WATCH in matte black—of the main plate
and bridges.

A

rMIN STrOM’s Skeleton Pure celebrates
the mechanical artistry of the timepiece.
Powered by Calibre ArM09-S, the movement is
entirely skeletonized. pVD colorization of the
main plate and bridges enhances the dimension and defnition of the movement’s complex
design. Exclusively for ONlY WATCH, ArMIN
STrOM coats these components in a striking
matte black.
Calibre ArM09-S is a manual-wind, double-barrel
movement with an eight-day power reserve. The
dial exhibits hours, minutes, small seconds and
power reserve indicator. ArMIN STrOM designs
its watches so the more intricate side of the calibre is visible on the dial side. When the Skeleton
Pure is wound, the double-barrel movement creates an engaging animated display.
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MODEL NAME

Skeleton pure

CASE

Stainless steel case. Sapphire crystal and case back with anti-refective
treatment

DIAL

Skeletonized

CALIBRE

ArM09-S
Manual-winding, 8-day power reserve, small seconds, off-centre
time indications.146 parts, 34 jewels, Frequency: 18,000 A/h.
Fully skeletonised, main plate and bridges with black pVD coating.

BRACELET

Delivered with a genuine black alligator horn-back strap and stainless steel
ardillon buckle as well as an additional black rubber strap. A double-fold
clasp in stainless steel is available on option.

DIMENSIONS

43.40 mm. Diameter / 13.00 mm. Thickness

ESTIMATE

CHF 30,000-40,000
$31,800-42,500
€28,900-38,600

SPECIFICITIES

Unique piece

only watch 2015
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43

ArMIN STrOM

Skeleton Pure

Lot
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The Ur-106 will show you time like never before. Haute Horlogerie, architecture, astronomy, fghter
jets and science fction are all combined in the Ur-106 “Only Watch”. With a splash of testosterone…

U

rwerk is pleased to announce that it will
take part in the 2015 “Only Watch” charity auction in favour of research on Duchenne
muscular dystrophy. The company’s unique
piece made for the occasion is the Ur-106
Only Watch, an unprecedented timepiece with
a newly designed satellite hours indication
and moonphases. The three arms each bearing four satellite hours successively pass over
the minutes scale, giving a digital as well as an
analogue indication of the time. This unique
watch represents more than a technical and
stylistic breakthrough; it highlights the social
commitment of the independent brand. “If our
contribution can further this essential research
we have to get involved,” declare the company’s
founders, Felix Baumgartner and Martin Frei.
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REFERENCE No.

106

CASE No.

Edition spéciale

MODEL NAME

Ur-106 “Only Watch”

CASE MATERIAL

Titanium case and steel bezel with black pVD coating.
Glass: Sapphire crystal.
Water resistance: Pressure tested to 30m / 3ATM.
Surface fnishings: Circular graining, bead-blasting, satin fnishing.

DIAL

Triple baseplate in ArCAP

CALIBRE

6.01 - automatic winding

BRACELET

Aligator leather

ESTIMATE

CHF 40,000-60,000
$42,400-63,600
€38,400-57,600

SPECIFICITIES

Unique piece

only watch 2015
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44

UrWErK

UR-106 Only Watch

Lot
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Parkview Private Collection is proud to host Beijing exhibition of
Watch World Tour 2015 at Salone Monaco in Parkview Green FangCaoDi
from 9 to 12 October. We wish Only Watch every success in their quest to
further the research of Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy.

Parkview Private Collection is a small, very private world of exceptional properties stretching from French
Riviera, across Asia to Beijing. Te properties have been selected for its uniqueness and ofer extraordinary
exclusive experiences.
Te collection includes Salone Monaco, Beijing’s most prominent private ofce and event space spanning
1800sqm, Saluzi super yacht inspired by the notion of a modern foating beach house with 36 on-board crew
and accommodation for up to 32 guests, and Le Beauvallon historic private estate in the Bay of St Tropez with
accommodation for 68 guests, 4 hectares of landscaped gardens and private pool at the beachside.
For more information please contact Raphael Sauleau, CEO of Parkview Private Collection.
rsauleau@parkviewpc.com | + 377 97 98 48 88
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Guide for prospective buyers
Buying at auction
The following pages are designed to offer you
information on how to buy at auction at Phillips. Our
staff will be happy to assist you.

The Catalogue
Catalogue entries include technical data provided by
the relevant watch manufacturer for each lot in the sale.
Pre-sale estimates are listed with each lot description
and are an indication of the price range the lot is
expected to fetch, but in many cases the high estimate
can be exceeded. Pre-sale estimates do not include
VAT.
Buyers are advised to read the Conditions of Sale at the
end of the catalogue before bidding at auction.
Auction catalogues can be viewed at
www.phillipswatches.com or www.onlywatch.com.

Auction Previews – World Tour Exhibition
Previews are conducted by Phillips prior to the auction.
Details of these exhibitions can be found at the beginning
of the catalogue and online at www.phillipswatches.
com and www.onlywatch.com. Previews are open to
the public and free of charge. Prospective buyers are
encouraged to view and examine lots offered for sale
prior to bidding in the auction.

Exhibition" at the beginning of the catalogue); or until
November 3rd, 2015 through Phillips Geneva, either in
person or on the phone (15 Quai de l’Ile, 1204 Geneva,
Tel +41 22 317 81 81) and as of November 4th at the
sale location.
Clients can also register one hour prior to the sale, at
the reception desk at the auction venue.
Clients will be able to pick up their bidding paddles in
the saleroom, on the day of the sale, prior to the auction.
No commission will be added to the hammer price.

Bidding in the Saleroom
To bid in person, you will need to register for and collect
a paddle before the auction begins. New clients are
encouraged to register at least 48 hours in advance of
the sale to allow sufcient time for us to process your
information.
Please do not misplace your paddle. In the event you
lose it, inform a Phillips staff member immediately. At
the end of the auction, please return your paddle to the
registration desk.
Lots offered for sale are auctioned in numerical order as
they appear in the catalogue. The lot being auctioned is
announced by the auctioneer, as well as illustrated on a
screen at the front of the saleroom. Bidders are advised
to have the auction catalogue to hand during the sale
for reference.

Bidding at Auction
Bids may be executed during the auction in person
by paddle, by telephone, online or prior to the sale in
writing by absentee bid. Proof of identity in the form of
government-issued identifcation will be required, as
will an original signature. We may also require that you
furnish us with a bank reference.
Clients may register in advance during any of the preview
exhibitions scheduled prior to the sale (see "World Tour
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Absentee Bids
If you are unable to bid in person at the auction, you can
submit an absentee bid using the bid form provided at
the end of this auction catalogue or available at preview
exhibitions and from any Phillips ofce (see the list of
worldwide ofces).
Bid forms should be completed and signed, then faxed
to Phillips at +41 22 317 81 80 or emailed to

only watch 2015
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Guide for prospective buyers
bidsgeneva@phillips.com.
Absentee bids will be processed on your behalf by
Phillips staff. This service is free of charge and bids
will be executed at the lowest possible price, taking into
account the other bids.
Phillips cannot be held responsible for errors, omissions
or late arriving bids. In the event that two identical bids
are received, the frst bid received by Phillips will take
precedence. lt is very important for the bidder to list a
daytime telephone number in case any part of the bid
form is unclear. Absentee bid forms should be sent at
least 24 hours prior to the auction, especially for new
buyers whose bank references will be checked. Bids
are to be submitted in CHF and, if made in a foreign
currency, they will be converted to CHF using the
exchange rate on the day of the sale. Please note that
all bid modifcations or cancellations must be received
in writing at least one day before the auction.

Telephone Bids
If you cannot attend the auction, you may bid live
on the telephone with one of our multi-lingual staff
members in the saleroom. Clients are advised to make
arrangements for this service at least 24 hours before
the sale. Telephone bids may be recorded. By bidding
on the telephone, you consent to the recording of your
conversation. Phillips will call you during the auction
about 3 to 5 lots before the lot(s) on which you wish to
bid. We suggest that you leave a maximum bid which
we can execute on your behalf in the event we are
unable to reach you by telephone.

the drop-down menu under the "Buy and Sell" button
on the Home Page, then click on "Pre-Register" under
"ONLINE LIVE BIDDING." You must pre-register at least
24 hours before the start of the auction in order to
be approved by our Bid Department. Please note that
corporate frewalls may cause difculties for online
bidders.

Transport and Shipping
FERRARI EXPEDITIONS SA will organize all shipping
quotes and arrangements on behalf of buyers. They
can be contacted on tel. +41 22 798 82 60.

VAT
VAT of 8% is payable on the hammer price. This tax is
refunded to any buyer domiciled outside Switzerland if,
but only if, Phillips receives from such buyer an export
declaration in respect of a purchased lot which has
been stamped by Swiss customs. All prices, charges
and expenses set out in the condition of sale are quoted
exclusive of VAT.

Online Bidder Registration
If you cannot attend the auction in person, you may
bid online on our online live bidding platform available
on our website at www.phillips.com (Flash plugin is
required). You must pre-register by clicking on "Buy" in
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oui will

IT’S THE FIRST
AND LAST TIME
that we’re doing print

we will imagine, create, and manage
your brand in its digital universe

ouiwill.com / paris / san diego
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Conditions of sale
This auction takes place in public. Participation in
the auction means acceptance in full of the following
conditions as well as the Guide for prospective buyers
contained in the catalogue and any saleroom notices or
announcements, and the rights and obligations arising
therefrom. Phillips is holding the auction on behalf of
Association Monegasque contre les Myopathies which
carries on the Only Watch activity and is referred to
below as "AMM". Phillips acts as an agent only and
is not liable for any defaults of buyers and/or seller.
The French version of these Conditions of Sale is the
authoritative and binding text. These Conditions are
available on request and will be posted in the saleroom
before and during the auction.

1. The auction lots are offered
1.1 As presented in the auction catalogue. The lots are
described with all reasonable care, however without
responsibility on the part of Phillips. No guarantee is
given by Phillips.
1.2 As viewed. Before the auction sale, all lots may be
examined. Persons attending or participating in the
auction and/or who have viewed any lots before the
auction and/or bidders’ representatives and auction
agents will be taken to have examined all lots which
they purchase and to accept them in the condition they
are at the moment the hammer falls.

2. Auction bids
2.1 The huissier or auctioneer has full discretion to
refuse any bids, to divide any lot or lots, to combine any
two or more lots and to withdraw any lot or lots from
the sale without in any case giving any reason. The
increase in bidding increments is fxed between 5% and
10% but the huissier or auctioneer may modify this rate
at his own discretion.

2.2 Clients giving bidding instructions to Phillips may
make alternative bids and/or limit the total of their
expenditure in advance. Bids must be expressed in
CHF. Bids made in other currencies will be converted
into CHF at the market rate on the date of the auction as
quoted by Phillips’ bank. Bids stand and hold good for
at least 60 days from the date of the auction. Phillips
reserves the right to invoice bidders up to the end of
the 60 day period, payment being due immediately.
Alterations in bidding instructions are only accepted in
writing.
2.3 Those persons who wish to bid at auction must
make themselves known before the sale to Phillips.
They will be given an identifable bidding number on a
paddle. Those persons who wish to bid by telephone
or by internet must make themselves known at
least 24 hours prior to the day of the auction. Those
persons who are not known to Phillips may be asked
to provide fnancial security, or some other fnancial
assurance, for their bids prior to the sale. The huissier
or auctioneer has the right to refuse to adjudicate any
lot to an unidentifed person or to any other person for
any other reason at his discretion, this to protect the
interests of the seller.
2.4 Arranging absentee, telephone and online bids
is a free service provided by Phillips to prospective
buyers. While Phillips will exercise reasonable care in
conducting such activity, it cannot accept liability for
failure to execute such bids except where such failure
is caused by its wilful misconduct.

3. The auction
3.1 The auction will be held under the aegis of a
"Huissier Judiciaire" of the Canton of Geneva.
3.2 Phillips reserves the right to refuse any bid orders
and/or to refuse admittance to the auction room, at its
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Headquartered in New York and London, with offices
throughout the world, Phillips conducts sales in a
select number of categories: Contemporary Art,
Photographs, Editions, Design, and Jewellery.
Additionally, our core art business includes special
exhibitions, private sales, advising private estates
and corporate clients, museum services, and
consulting.
By focusing specifically on the defining aesthetic
movements of the last century, we have stand out
as the most dynamic and forward-thinking auction
house. Our considered approach and specialized
knowledge lead clients to seek our guidance on
contemporary collecting trends. This finely-honed
expertise is evident in all aspects of our business,
from the caliber and quality of our sale catalogues,
events and exhibitions, to a superior level of
individualized client service.
Phillips launched its international Watches auction
calendar with two inaugural evening sales that
took place in Geneva in May 2015 and has already
achieved multiple world records.

Geneva
Phillips Fine Watches Ltd
15 quai de l’Ile
1204 Geneva
Tel: +41 22 317 81 81

London
Phillips
30 Berkeley Square
W1J 6EX
Tel: +44 207 901 2907

New-York
Phillips
450 Park Avenue
New-York, NY 10022
Tel: +1 212 940 1293

Hong-Kong
Phillips, 13th Floor,
The Landmark York House
15 Queen's Road Central
Hong Kong
Tel: +852 9133 0819

www.phillips.com
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Conditions of sale
sole discretion.
3.3 Any person bidding for the account of a third party
is fully liable for any obligation assumed by such
person arising from this auction. This responsibility
is particularly applicable to the examination of the
condition of lots and to the payment for lots purchased.
3.4 Adjudication: each lot is sold on behalf of AMM to
the highest bidder. The lots are available for collection
by the buyer after the hammer price plus any applicable
VAT has been paid in full. No commission is added to
the hammer price.
3.5 Payment: Buyers are required to pay for purchase
immediately following the auction. Payment must be
made in Swiss francs either by cash, cheque drawn on a
Swiss bank or wire transfer. It is our corporate policy not
to make or accept single or multiple payments in cash
or cash equivalents in excess of CHF 10’000. All winning
bidders are due to pay the invoiced amount immediately
after the auction or at the latest on receipt of the auction
invoice. Phillips will transfer all the adjudicated lots to
FERRARI EXPEDITIONS SA and, provided that Phillips
has received payment in full in cleared funds, lots will
be available for collection at the Geneva Free Port as
of Monday 9 November 2015. Delivery by FERRARI
EXPEDITIONS SA of the purchased lots by mail or any
other means instructed by the buyer, including cost of
normal transit insurance cover, is at the expense of
the buyer and will be invoiced accordingly by FERRARI
EXPEDITIONS SA. Lots adjudicated to Swiss buyers (ie
buyers who registered in the sale with a Swiss address)
will remain at Phillips Ofce in Geneva where they will
be available for collection as of Monday 9 November
2015, provided that Phillips has received payment in full
in cleared funds.

if, but only if, Phillips receives from such buyer an export
declaration in respect of a purchased lot which has
been stamped by Swiss customs. All prices, charges
and expenses set out in these conditions of sale are
quoted exclusive of VAT.
3.7 Title in a purchased lot will not pass until Phillips
has received the total purchase price including VAT in
cleared funds.

4. Applicable law and jurisdiction
This auction and the rights and obligations arising
therefrom shall be governed exclusively by Swiss law.
Any legal action or proceeding with respect to this
auction shall be submitted to the exclusive jurisdiction
of the Courts of the Canton of Geneva. In every case,
Phillips or AMM shall also be entitled at its discretion
to take legal proceedings against any buyer in default
in the jurisdiction of his residence or in any other
jurisdiction which Phillips or AMM may in its sole
discretion consider appropriate; in any such case Swiss
law shall remain the governing law.

3.6 VAT of 8% is payable on the hammer price. This tax
is refunded to any buyer domiciled outside Switzerland
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La Réserve, Saturday November 7, 2015, 3pm (GMT+1)
TELEPHONE AND ABSENTEE BID FORM

3DGGOH1XPEHU

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM BY FAX TO +41 22 317 8180 OR EMAIL IT TO BIDSGENEVA@PHILLIPS.COM
AT LEAST 24 HOURS BEFORE THE SALE3/($6(5($'&$5()8//<7+(,1)250$7,21,17+(5,*+7
&2/801$1'127(7+$7,7,6,03257$177+$7<28,1',&$7(:+(7+(5<28$5($33/<,1*$6$1
,1',9,'8$/2521%(+$/)2)$&203$1<
Please select the type of bid you wish to make with this form (please select one):

TXDLGHOɑ,OH*HQHYD
3+,//,36:$7&+(6&20
ELGVJHQHYD#SKLOOLSVFRP

IN-PERSON
ABSENTEE BIDDING
TELEPHONE BIDDING

ɘPRIVATE PURCHASES3URRIRILGHQWLW\LQWKHIRUPRI
JRYHUQPHQWLVVXHGLGHQWLILFDWLRQDQGSURRIRIDGGUHVVZLOO
EHUHTXLUHG

Please indicate in what capacity you will be bidding (please select one):

AS A PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL
ON BEHALF OF A COMPANY
Sale Title
7LWOH

Sale Number
)LUVW1DPH

Sale Date

6XUQDPH

&RPSDQ\ LIDSSOLFDEOH 

$FFRXQW1XPEHU

ɘCONDITIONS OF SALE $OOELGVDUHSODFHGDQGH[HFXWHG
DQGDOOORWVDUHVROGDQGSXUFKDVHGVXEMHFWWRWKH&RQGLWLRQVRI
6DOHSULQWHGLQWKHFDWDORJXH3OHDVHUHDGWKHPFDUHIXOO\EHIRUH
SODFLQJDELG

$GGUHVV

&LW\



ɘCOMPANY PURCHASES :HUHTXLUHD/HWWHURI$XWKRULVDWLRQ
VLJQHGE\DFRPSDQ\GLUHFWRUIRUWKHQRWHGLQGLYLGXDOWRWUDQVDFW
RQWKHFRPSDQ\ɑVEHKDOIDQGDFRS\RIJRYHUQPHQWLVVXHG
LGHQWLըFDWLRQ VXFKDVWKHFHUWLըFDWHRILQFRUSRUDWLRQ WRYHULI\
WKHVWDWXVRIWKHFRPSDQ\7KLVVKRXOGEHDFFRPSDQLHGE\DQ
RեFLDOGRFXPHQWFRQըUPLQJWKHFRPSDQ\ɑV(89$7UHJLVWUDWLRQ
QXPEHULIDSSOLFDEOH

6WDWH&RXQWU\

ɘ,I\RXFDQQRWDWWHQGWKHVDOHZHFDQH[HFXWHELGV
FRQըGHQWLDOO\RQ\RXUEHKDOI

=LS&RGH
3KRQH



0RELOH

(PDLO



)D[

ɘɓ%X\ɔRUXQOLPLWHGELGVZLOOQRWEHDFFHSWHG$OWHUQDWLYHELGV
FDQEHSODFHGE\XVLQJWKHZRUGɓ25ɔEHWZHHQORWQXPEHUV

3KRQH IRU3KRQH%LGGLQJRQO\
/RW1XPEHU

%ULHI'HVFULSWLRQ

0D[LPXP6ZLVV)UDQFVSULFH 

,Q&RQVHFXWLYH2UGHU



$EVHQWHH%LGV2QO\

ɘ)RUDEVHQWHHELGVLQGLFDWH\RXUPD[LPXPOLPLWIRUHDFKORW
DQGDQ\DSSOLFDEOH9$7<RXUELGZLOOEHH[HFXWHGDWWKHORZHVW
SULFHWDNLQJLQWRDFFRXQWWKHRWKHUELGGHUV 2QQRUHVHUYH
ORWVLQWKHDEVHQFHRIRWKHUELGV\RXUELGZLOOEHH[HFXWHG
DWDSSUR[LPDWHO\RIWKHORZSUHVDOHHVWLPDWHRUDW
WKHDPRXQWVSHFLըHGLIOHVVWKDQRIWKHORZHVWLPDWH 
ɘ<RXUELGPXVWEHVXEPLWWHGLQWKHFXUUHQF\RIWKHVDOHDQG
ZLOOEHURXQGHGGRZQWRWKHQHDUHVWDPRXQWFRQVLVWHQWZLWK
WKHDXFWLRQHHUɑVELGGLQJLQFUHPHQWV
ɘ,IZHUHFHLYHLGHQWLFDOELGVWKHըUVWELGUHFHLYHGZLOOWDNH
SUHFHGHQFH
ɘ$UUDQJLQJDEVHQWHHDQGWHOHSKRQHELGVLVDIUHHVHUYLFHSURYLGHG
E\XVWRSURVSHFWLYHEX\HUV:KLOHZHZLOOH[HUFLVHUHDVRQDEOH
FDUHLQXQGHUWDNLQJVXFKDFWLYLW\ZHFDQQRWDFFHSWOLDELOLW\IRU
HUURUVUHODWLQJWRH[HFXWLRQRI\RXUELGVH[FHSWLQFDVHVRIZLOIXO
PLVFRQGXFW$JUHHPHQWWRELGE\WHOHSKRQHPXVWEHFRQըUPHG
E\\RXSURPSWO\LQZULWLQJRUE\ID[7HOHSKRQHELGOLQHVPD\EH
UHFRUGHG

([FOXGLQJ%X\HUɑV3UHPLXPDQG9$7

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
)RU\RXUELGWREHDFFHSWHGZHUHTXLUHWKHIROORZLQJLQIRUPDWLRQIRURXUUHIHUHQFHRQO\3OHDVHQRWHWKDW\RXPD\EH
FRQWDFWHGWRSURYLGHDEDQNUHIHUHQFH
&UHGLW&DUG7\SH

([SLUDWLRQ'DWH

ɘ3D\PHQWIRUORWVFDQEHPDGHE\FUHGLWFDUG XSWR
&+) XVLQJ9LVD$PHULFDQ([SUHVVRU0DVWHU&DUG
RUE\ZLUHWUDQVIHU3OHDVHQRWHWKDWFUHGLWFDUGVDUHVXEMHFW
WRDVXUFKDUJH

&UHGLW&DUG1XPEHU

CATALOGUE AND EMAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS
3OHDVHLQGLFDWHLI\RXDUHLQWHUHVWHGLQFUHDWLQJDFDWDORJXHVXEVFULSWLRQ
&RQWHPSRUDU\$UW'HVLJQ(GLWLRQV-HZHOV/DWLQ$PHULFD3KRWRJUDSKV:DWFKHV
3OHDVHLQGLFDWHLI\RXZRXOGOLNHWRUHFHLYHHPDLOQRWLըFDWLRQVUHJDUGLQJXSFRPLQJDXFWLRQVHYHQWV
&RQWHPSRUDU\$UW'HVLJQ(GLWLRQV-HZHOV/DWLQ$PHULFD3KRWRJUDSKV:DWFKHV
6LJQDWXUH



'DWH

BY SIGNING THIS FORM, YOU ACCEPT THE CONDITIONS OF SALE OF PHILLIPS AS STATED IN OUR CATALOGUES
AND ON OUR WEBSITE.
THIS FORM IS ONLY VALID FOR THE ONLY WATCH 2015 AUCTION AT HÔTEL LA RÉSERVE ON NOVEMBER 7, 2015.
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ɘ3OHDVHVXEPLW\RXUELGVWRWKH%LG'HSDUWPHQWE\ID[DW
RUVFDQDQGHPDLOWRELGVJHQHYD#SKLOOLSVFRP
DWOHDVWKRXUVEHIRUHWKHVDOH<RXZLOOUHFHLYH
FRQILUPDWLRQE\HPDLOZLWKLQRQHEXVLQHVVGD\7RUHDFK
WKH%LG'HSDUWPHQWE\SKRQHSOHDVHFDOO

ɘ/RWVFDQQRWEHFROOHFWHGXQWLOSD\PHQWKDVFOHDUHGDQGDOO
FKDUJHVKDYHEHHQSDLG
ɘ%\VLJQLQJWKLV%LG)RUP\RXFRQVHQWWRRXUXVHRI\RXU
SHUVRQDOGDWDLQFOXGLQJVHQVLWLYHSHUVRQDOGDWDLQDFFRUGDQFH
ZLWK3KLOOLSVɑV3ULYDF\3ROLF\SXEOLVKHGRQRXUZHEVLWHDW
ZZZSKLOOLSVFRPRUDYDLODEOHRQUHTXHVWE\HPDLOLQJ
GDWDSURWHFWLRQ#SKLOOLSVFRP:HPD\VHQG\RXPDWHULDOV
DERXWXVDQGRXUVHUYLFHVRURWKHULQIRUPDWLRQZKLFKZHWKLQN
\RXPD\ըQGLQWHUHVWLQJ,I\RXZRXOGSUHIHUQRWWRUHFHLYHVXFK
LQIRUPDWLRQSOHDVHHPDLOXVDWGDWDSURWHFWLRQ#SKLOOLSVFRP
ɘ3KLOOLSVɑVSUHPLVHVPD\EHVXEMHFWWRYLGHRVXUYHLOODQFH
DQGUHFRUGLQJ7HOHSKRQHFDOOV HJWHOHSKRQHELGGLQJ 
PD\DOVREHUHFRUGHG:HPD\SURFHVVWKDWLQIRUPDWLRQLQ
DFFRUGDQFHZLWKRXU3ULYDF\3ROLF\
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